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Letter from the Comprehensive Plan Chairs
Dear Augusta Citizens and all stakeholders in Augusta’s future,
We present for your consideration and approval a new Comprehensive Plan for
Augusta. This plan reflects our commitment to excellence, to openness, and to
embracing the wider world.
The philosopher Aristotle once said, “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is
not an act, but a habit.” The habit of excellence should characterize everything we do
in Augusta– including comprehensive planning.
This plan was produced by a process that was open, transparent, and inclusive.
Hundreds came to our meetings, and dozens contributed to our committees. We
thank you all. This product, we believe, represents the heart of what you told us.
Augusta is a workplace, home, and service center for thousands of people. It is also
a destination point for tourists and school children drawn to the cultural heritage of
the city.
We are not “poor old Augusta.” We are a city blessed with human talent. Our
challenge is to involve and engage this talent in a cooperative effort to improve our
region. This new way of thinking underlies the recommendations in this plan, and
is, in our view, key to our City’s future success.
We’d like to thank the Mayor and City Council for entrusting us, and our fellow
committee members, with this important responsibility. We earnestly thank every
single person who took the time and had the courage to express an opinion, share an
idea, or participate in the process of developing this plan. We thank very much the
team from Planning Decisions Inc., the professional consultants who helped us find
our way to what we believe is a great product. We extend a particular expression of
gratitude to the employees of the City of Augusta who shared their time and assisted
our groups with vigor and deference and especially Matt Nazar and Mike Duguay.
Augusta stands poised to further leverage and exercise the substantial talents of this
group of employees. Finally, we extend a special thank you to the brave and tireless
members of our steering committee who devoted so much of their valuable time to
this effort.
The time is right for constructive change. The excellence we have shown with our
new Cancer Center, new YMCA, and new Cony demands and insists to be grown
and expanded into a widespread perpetual habit. The formula is not mysterious or
new. Let’s get to work.
Sincerely,

Lester F. Wilkinson Jr.
Chairman
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Lisa Dickson
Vice Chair
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What is a Comprehensive Plan
A comprehensive plan is a broad document outlining the future direction of a city over the
coming 5-10 years. As such, it provides:
a context for local decision-makers when dealing with individual issues
a legal framework for the community’s land-use regulations
a source of direction for developers who are considering projects in the City
a supporting rationale for grant applications by the City and nonprofit organizations
a source of guidance for state agencies in making investment decisions
State law requires that municipalities with zoning and
related land-use controls have a comprehensive plan.
Such plans must meet the standards of the Local Growth
Management Program Law (contained in Title 30-A of the
Maine statutes). The State Planning Office is responsible
for certifying that local plans are in compliance with the
law. The Office also provides grants to communities to
prepare plans (this document was supported in part by a
State Planning Office grant).
The City of Augusta first developed a comprehensive plan © Linwood Riggs
in 1959. It was updated in 1965, and again in 1983. In
1988, the City approved a new Growth Management Plan that superseded the prior plans.
This 2007 Plan is the first thorough revision since 1988, and, once approved by the
Planning Board and City Council, will supplant these and other prior plans.
This Plan consists of three parts.
Volume 1 — this document — is the Strategy. It reflects the priority recommendations
chosen from among the hundreds of ideas generated by the 11 subcommittees and the
public. The recommendations in this volume have been vetted, prioritized, and refined by
the Steering Committee, and represent the most important changes Augusta must make
for the future. The report has five sections:
(A) Vision provides a broad vision for Augusta’s future.
(B) Leading Ideas highlights the five areas around which the Plan focuses.
(C) Future Land Use describes and maps proposed future land uses.
(D) Implementation sets forth the implementation program.
(E) Aspirations and Dreams provides ideas that are not ripe for immediate action.
Volume 2 — the Inventory — is contained in a companion document.
The Inventory describes the existing conditions and issues in the City, and a broad range
of ideas and suggestions, with regard to the economy, housing, the environment, health
and public safety. It was completed with the help of over 100 citizens working on eleven
Comprehensive Plan subcommittees during 2006, with technical help from City staff and
the Comprehensive Plan consultant.
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What is a Comprehensive Plan
Volume 3 — Augusta Residents Speak — is contained in a companion document.
This volume - presented in two sections - highlights the public’s contributions to this plan.
Section A provides information on the public listening and workshop session conducted by
the Comprehensive Plan Committee from 2006-2007. Section B provides the results of a
scientific option survey of Augusta residents in November and December, 2006.
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Section A:

Section A: VISION

A VISION FOR AUGUSTA

Augusta is on the threshold of a new era. For the first time in 30 years, the City’s population has
stabilized and is beginning to grow. The civic spirit and optimism of Augusta residents has been
strikingly demonstrated through the construction of three outstanding public buildings: the new
Cony High School, the Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, and the new YMCA. All were made
possible by a level of private support that exceeded expectations. The rebirth of the Kennebec
River corridor is visibly underway with a new Edwards Mill Park, expanded Kennebec River Rail
Trail, new affordable apartments on Water Street, and historic Arsenal redevelopment.

The new face of Augusta is emerging.
This comprehensive plan provides the way forward.

© Dave Gomeau

Augusta starts with the Kennebec River.
The Kennebec River is the reason the City was
first settled in the eighteenth century. The River
is the reason that Augusta will continue to draw
new residents and businesses in the twenty-first
century. People will come downtown to the river
to eat, to listen to music, to walk, to shop, to visit
museums, to attend plays, to boat, to fish, to
look at birds, to work, and to live. They will be
accommodated by new marinas, walking trails,
fishing
docks,
restaurants,
shops,
condominiums, apartments, hotels, performance
spaces, museums, and offices. The riverfront
will be busy day and night, weekdays and
weekends, all year round.

Augusta stands for excellence in education.
Our public schools will demonstrate Augusta’s
aspirations for excellence in academics, in sports,
and in arts and culture. Our children will arrive in
kindergarten ready to learn, having benefited from
universally available pre-kindergarten programs for
3 and 4-year-olds. The schools will draw on the
talents and resources of the people who work in
Augusta’s businesses, state agencies, nonprofits,
and colleges. Our students will graduate from high
school ready to succeed in the college classroom.
Lifelong learning will be a value and aspiration for
all Augusta residents of all ages. The University of
Maine at Augusta will be a heavily used focal point
for residents seeking to enhance their job skills and
to enrich their experience of the arts, music, and
culture.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Augusta’s neighborhoods attract young
and old alike.

© Dave Gomeau

Augusta will be a welcoming city to young and
old, immigrants and locals, students and
retirees.
Its diversity will be its strength.
Augusta will be a place where entrepreneurs will
be supported in starting new businesses. It will
have neighborhoods that are safe, quiet, and
attractive. It will be an accessible and safe city to
negotiate by foot, bicycle, bus, or car. Augusta
will be a green city, surrounded by a belt of trails
and nature walks, committed to recycling and
energy conservation, with many neighborhood
parks. Its housing will serve people of all
incomes, ages, and health conditions.

Augusta engages partners to be more efficient and
enhance services.
© Dave Gomeau

Augusta will continue to grow its property tax base and limit its
expenditure increases. The City will find ways to meet new fiscal
challenges such as school construction, library expansion and
riverfront growth. Augusta will look outside of itself for partners in
state government, in neighboring communities and school districts,
and in the private sector, to jointly invest in new technologies, share
staffing, and consolidate services. Augusta has shown the way
with its leadership in combining sewer and water functions. Augusta will encourage its talented
staff to join in regional discussions.

© Dave Gomeau

Augusta looks and feels like a city of historic and
natural beauty.
Augusta is a center for civic activity, a city with beautiful
riverfronts and fields, a central place in Maine’s history. Its
physical gateways (the roads people drive on to enter and
exit the City) will reflect this civic dignity and natural beauty.
Landscaping, high-quality design, and clear signage will
combine to communicate to visitors that this is a special
place. Augusta will have an outstanding website
communicating the region’s virtues and assets, publicizing
cultural and arts events, and promoting the region and the
City to businesses and newcomers alike. The City will work
with its partners in the private and public sectors to establish
and promote a common message and image of the Augusta
Region that will serve as its “brand.”

Augusta is a place where we agree on where we want to go, we know how to get
there, and we work hard together to achieve it.
We’re not afraid of taking risks, and we’re generous with each other if someone makes a mistake.
We are high achievers, and we hold ourselves accountable for results.

Work with us to make this vision a reality.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Section B: Leading Ideas

Section B: Leading Ideas
Hundreds of Augusta residents and workers participated in the comprehensive plan process
through meetings, workshops, hearings, surveys, and written communications. From this
input, five key areas of emphasis emerged as critical to the achievement of the vision on the
previous pages. These ideas correspond with the five sections that follow and include:

1
2

A River Runs Through It
Promoting the Kennebec River as a
recreational, residential, and downtown
shopping attraction;

3

A Great Place to Live
Making Augusta a great place to live through
a combination of great neighborhoods,
housing, parks and recreation, and excellent
public services;

4

Respecting All Taxpayers
Engaging the talent of the area – in state
government, neighboring communities, and
the private sector – to create partnerships for
efficient and effective service delivery; and

5

A Sense of Place
Enhancing the public image of Augusta both
in how it is physically designed and how it is
promoted.

Educational Excellence
Making Augusta a learning community with
high-quality public education and enhanced
use of the University of Maine at Augusta;

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A River Runs Through It
The City of Augusta is where it is in part because
of the Kennebec River. According to explorer
Samuel Champlain, the natives called it the
“Quinnibeque.” It is reported to have received this
name from the water dragon monster Kinai-bik
who guarded the turbulent waters between Bath
and the Sheepscot Bay.1

1

For the Native American tribes, the Kennebec
River was a highway and a source of food. For
the first Europeans settlers, it was a route for
commerce.
The Cushnoc Trading Post was
established in 1628 (next door to Fort Western, on
the site where the Christian Science Church now
stands). Native Americans brought furs to the
post, and received, in exchange, food, blankets,
knives, and other items.2 With the establishment
of Fort Western in 1754, the location took on the
added functions of security and defense.
The Industrial Age brought new roles for the
Kennebec River. It became the source of power
for small and large mills. It also served as a
transportation route for logs, a mine for ice
recovery, and a dump for waste disposal. The
Kennebec River was essential to every aspect of
Augusta’s economy, but it was not always
pleasant to be around.
The Industrial Age is now over. Edwards Mill, and
its dam, have been removed. A sewer plant
cleans waste emissions.
Striped bass and
sturgeon, eagles and ospreys, have returned.
The Kennebec River promises once more to be
central to the economy of Augusta, again in an
entirely new way – as a place to walk and fish and
canoe, as a place to live and work and shop, as
an identity for a renewed City.
This section of the Comprehensive Plan presents
recommendations on how to help Augusta
transform the old industrial riverfront into a new
attractive and usable riverfront. The discussion
starts with the south end of the River, next to
Hallowell and Chelsea, and moves north.
1

Neil Rolde, Unsettled Past: The Story of Maine Indians, Tilbury House Publishers, 2004, page 87.
2

Phyllis VonHerrlich, Women’s History Trail, http://dll.umaine.edu/historytrail/

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A River Runs Through It
The Arsenal District (Chelsea Border to City Hall)

There is already a very attractive pedestrian path
between City Hall and the Arsenal. Starting at
City Hall, it passes Old Fort Western, an active
park for children, and a boat launch site. Then it
proceeds past the City snow dump and Maine
General parking areas, ending at the Arsenal
Wharf Park. It is the areas of the snow dump and
the parking lots which, in the changing market,
represent great potential for redevelopment. In
addition, below the new Riverview Hospital,
there is potential for the extension of the
Arsenal trail to Chelsea, as well as areas for
potential
new
waterfront
residential
development.
We recommend that this section of
riverfront, from Chelsea to City Hall, but
especially from the Arsenal to City Hall, be
redeveloped as a mixed-use residential/
restaurant/small retail, pedestrian–friendly,
riverfront complex.
As part of this
redevelopment, the snow dump and hospital
parking should be relocated to more
appropriate sites.
We also recommend working with the Arsenal
developer to maximize the use of the refurbished
wharf. The developer is considering removable
boat docks and space for canoe and kayak
rentals. We would like to expand this idea to
include a marina, with gas, services, restrooms,
and a store. This would be an excellent starting
point for regional tour boats to run up and down
the Kennebec River from Bath to Augusta.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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2020 Vision:
Townhouses along the river,
restaurants, walkways,
specialty retail. A marina,
canoe and kayak rentals,
fishing.

© Dave Gomeau

The coming redevelopment of the Arsenal into a
mixed-use destination with a boat wharf and the
potential for townhouses, restaurants, and retail
uses, opens up a new range of possibilities for
other riverfront properties between the Arsenal
and City Hall. From a developer’s point of view,
the properties in this area are now more valuable
and marketable as possible locations for
residences and shopping. For the City, a strong
pedestrian connection between the Arsenal and
downtown will maximize the spillover benefits of
the Arsenal redevelopment.

© 2007 Tulsa Stakeholders Inc

Building on the Arsenal Redevelopment

Action Steps
R1 Convene committee of key
interested parties to create a
redevelopment plan for land
between the Arsenal and City Hall
R2 Revise land-use regulations to
allow dense mixed-use
development between Arsenal
and City Hall
5
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A River Runs Through It
Lower State Street (Hallowell to the Capitol)
Making a successful transition
Lower State Street is home to the State Capitol
and a gateway for motorists from the south.
Twenty-five years ago, it was a center of
transportation-related activities – warehousing and
distribution, rail loading docks, car dealerships,
heating oil dealers, and automotive service shops.
Today the rail line is inactive, the liquor distribution
center is closed, several car dealers have moved
to Western Avenue, and Pine State Distributors
has shifted some of its operations to Gardiner. On
the other hand, the new YMCA, the Kennebec
River Rail Trail, the renovation of state office
buildings, and the revitalization of neighboring
Hallowell, all have made the area more attractive
for residential and professional office development.

The Capitol, the State Library, and the State
Museum, together attract thousands of visitors a
year to this district. Augusta should make it easy
for these individuals to also visit downtown – and
make it easy for state workers to get around
without cars – by providing state or federally
funded trolley service between the Capitol,
downtown, and the eastside State office complex.
To encourage walking, the Capitol should be
connected more clearly to the Kennebec
River Rail Trail through trail connectors and
clear signage.
In 2001, the State government produced
the Augusta State Facilities Master Plan.
The Plan’s intent is to focus new office
creation within the two campuses on the
east and west sides of the river. City
planners should work closely with the
Capitol Planning Commission to coordinate
plan implementation strategies.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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2020 Vision:
State Street is a well landscaped
gateway with residences and
offices, calm traffic, and pedestrian
connections to the downtown, to
Hallowell, and
to the River Trail.
Action Steps
R3 Adopt Gateway zone on Lower
State Street to allow mixed-use,
pedestrian-friendly development
R4 Use grant funds to establish a
trolley
R5 Reconfigure Lower State Street to
3 lanes (including a middle turn
lane), add landscaping on sides,
expand sidewalks

© Dave Gomeau

We recommend that the City reinforce the
residential and office potential of this corridor by (1)
quieting the traffic on State Street through a
reconfiguration to three lanes, added landscaping,
and attractive sidewalks; (2) creating additional
pedestrian links to the River Rail Trail; and (3)
encouraging
high-quality
office/residential
development on State Street itself, and high-quality
residential development along surrounding streets
(such as Sewall and Gage Streets).

6
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A River Runs Through It
The Heart of Downtown
(Memorial Circle to Cony Circle to Bridge/
State Street)
Making downtown a destination
Successful downtowns have: (1) “destinations”
that people want to visit; (2) transportation
connections between those destinations; (3)
offices that bring people during the day; (4)
housing that provides safety and customers for
night life; and (5) a “brand”. If these five are in
place, retail and restaurants follow naturally.
Each is discussed below.
(1) Downtown has many “minor” destinations:
the Children’s Museum, Old Fort Western,
Lithgow Library, and some in development
(Arsenal, Edwards Mill site, old Cony High).
However, none are well-linked, either visually
or on foot.
Major destinations around
downtown include the Capitol Building, the
State Museum, and the YMCA, but these also
are not easily connected to the downtown by
line of sight or by sidewalks.
Downtown needs more destinations, and
needs to connect them better. Currently the
Maine State Museum and the Maine Military
Museum are looking to expand their outreach.
The University of Maine at Augusta is looking
for space for student housing and classrooms.
Cultural groups are seeking performance
spaces.
The City should work with
organizations to attract and connect cultural
experiences to the downtown. Any of these
activities would generate additional foot traffic
and customers for nearby restaurants and
stores.
(2) Downtown should seek to strengthen its

transportation connections. Better sidewalks
and clearer signs are needed to link key sites
such as the Flatiron Building (old Cony High),
City Hall, Water Street, Lithgow Library, the
Arsenal, and the Capitol.
Students from the University of Maine at
Augusta need a biking and walking connection
from the campus to downtown. The newlyacquired Bond Brook parcel provides an
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

opportunity to connect both with a
beautiful and safe off-road trail.
Seniors need sidewalks that are
smooth, ramps at curbs, and places to
cross streets where traffic is slowed
down. They also need efficient and
accessible buses and/or trolleys to help
them move freely about the City.
For automobiles, the traffic pattern
downtown is confusing. The parking
garage is underused.
Over time,
parking needs to move away from the
riverfront to sites such as the parking
garage up the hill, and traffic flow needs
to be simplified to and from parking
areas. This will help to attract people to
downtown and to promote second and
third-floor
residential
and
office
expansion along Water Street.
(3) Augusta has been successful in
recent years in attracting large office
users downtown. Now it can turn its
attention
to
supporting
small
businesses.
We recommend that
Augusta consider creating a small
business incubator downtown, one that
would bring together partners from the
University of Maine Augusta and local
banks and development corporations to
help creative individuals to further their
business ideas.

January 7, 2008
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A River Runs Through It
The Heart of Downtown
(Memorial Circle to Cony Circle to Bridge/State
Street)
Making downtown a destination
(4) Augusta continues to have vacant space in the
upper floors of downtown buildings. These units
would be ideal for downtown housing. However,
the buildings were constructed prior to state codes
for fire safety and handicapped access and, as
such, are in need of significant upgrades.
Additionally, the cost of rehabilitation exceeds the
ability of tenants to afford the ensuing rents.
We recommend that Augusta re-examine code
enforcement, both at the local and state level, to
see whether changes might create more incentive
for downtown rehabilitation. We also recommend
that the City and the Capital Riverfront
Improvement District provide financial incentives
for developers to assemble buildings downtown
and spread the fix-up costs over more units. This
should include continued funding for building
façade improvements. Some effort has been put
into the redevelopment of facades along Water
Street and this program should be extended to
other neighborhood and gateway areas.

© Globe correspondent photo / Fred J. Field
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

2020 Vision:
A downtown with major arts and
history destinations on the
riverfront, all of which are clearly
linked, with a vibrant
entrepreneurial culture.
Action Steps
R6 Market the
Downtown/
Riverfront
Area,
particularly to
destination
uses, and
consider new
names and
signage
R7 Review codes
at state and
local level to
see if they can
be made more
supportive of
downtown
rehabilitation
© Neokraft Signs (Paul Lessard)

(5) The sign that directs tourists to downtown on I95 reads “Capital River Improvement District.” As
a marketing label, this name is dull.
We
recommend renaming the district. Renaming and
marketing the downtown riverfront would be the
first task of the proposed Augusta Image and
Marketing Committee described in the Sense of
Place section to follow.

With regard to marketing, there is a
need to provide people with
information about where to dock,
fish, shop, eat, sightsee, find the
trails, and go to events. This should
be presented through signs, kiosks,
and a descriptive website.

January 7, 2008
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A River Runs Through It
Mill Park (Father Curran Bridge to the Mill Park)
Creating an outdoor riverfront destination
Mill Park, at the site of the former Edwards Mill, is
a major achievement of the Capital River
Improvement District (CRID). The goal now is to
make it a place people visit frequently.
We endorse the existing CRID Mill Park Plan.
Creating the new boat launch and farmer’s market
are important first steps. To further increase foot
traffic, we recommend that a restaurant (with
outdoor seating) be located on the interior of the
park, along the edge of Northern Avenue (perhaps
involving a reuse of the old mill building nearby).
Revenues from the restaurant lease could be
used to support continued CRID
work on
redevelopment and promotion of Augusta’s
downtown (see page 26 for more on CRID
development and roles).
We also recommend that Mill Park have a kayak
and canoe rental operation, and a fishing pier
extending out into the River. The park should be
used for craft fairs, festivals, celebrations, and
annual events (like road races or hosting the Trek
Across Maine). Obviously, for all of these public
functions, a public restroom is necessary.
Finally, the rehabilitation of buildings between the
park and downtown would provide a safe and
enjoyable streetscape for pedestrians. The new
affordable apartment housing being built is an
excellent start.
Other buildings could be
redeveloped as student housing, as unfinished
and affordable live/work space, or other cultural
amenities such as museums, galleries, or
theatre spaces.

2020 Vision:
Mill Park is busy every evening
during the summer and fall, and on
every weekend. There are boat
and kayak rentals, fishing off of a
public pier, crafts and food
shopping, and an outdoor eating
garden. The park is linked to the
downtown along a rehabilitated,
mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly
Water Street.
Action Step

R8 Develop restaurant in Mill Park
Area—use the lease revenues to
support further CRID activities

© Maine Development Foundation
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A River Runs Through It
To the North
(from the railroad bridge to the Vassalboro and
Sidney lines)
Leaving room for growth
The areas to the north of Cushnoc Bridge and the
Statler Tissue Mill to the southeast, have a
different character than downtown. North of the
bridge is rural in nature with large single family
homes, small roadside business, and gravel pits.
The Tissue site, though close to the urban core, is
in need of significant rehabilitation before the area
can be developed. Both areas have room for
future growth.

North Augusta

Tissue
Mill

The technical name for this condition is called a
“brownfield.” The Tissue Mill’s redevelopment will
take years of study and remediation. In the
meantime, the site should be cleaned up and
made presentable, and grant applications for
clean-up pursued. Sometime in the future, this site
will prove to be an important and valuable
extension of downtown.
The areas along the river to the north of Augusta’s
downtown are defined by their steep slopes and
varied land uses. This area is suitable for a mix of
residential and light industrial uses. Single family
housing subdivisions similar to those currently
being developed in Sidney and Vassalboro to the
north are appropriate. Buffering of quarry
operations and business sites is needed to protect
residential areas.

© Dave Gomeau

The Tissue Mill site has wonderful views, access
to the River heading north, and a quiet setting. It
is walking distance from downtown, and would be
prime real estate today for a mixed-use, mediumdensity residential and commercial development,
except for one thing – the ground is polluted.

2020 Vision:
The Tissue Mill site is a mixed
residential, retail, office
development with easy access to
downtown. The riverfront of North
Augusta remains a predominantly
single family home/small business
area, with homes well-protected
from industrial uses.
Action Steps

© Dave Gomeau

R9
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Continue to pursue the City’s
acquisition and clean-up of the
Statler Mill Site

R10 Develop buffer standards to
protect residential areas from
existing mining and industrial
uses
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Educational Excellence
The Situation: Setting a High Standard

2

Among the goals of this plan are better jobs, higher incomes, attracting families back into
the City, and expanding culture and the arts. While there are many things that can be
done to further these goals in the short term – and many are proposed throughout this
plan—in the long run, there is no single thing that would do more to achieve all of these
goals than to raise the educational achievement of Augusta residents.
The new Cony High School is a start. The new school symbolizes the City’s commitment
to public education to the outside world. It sets the standard of excellence that must be the
goal of all City efforts. The new Cony High School creates a positive learning environment,
and provides a closer connection between technical education and the regular public high
school curriculum. Already it has attracted students from outside the City.
More needs to be done. The curriculum needs better integration, ensuring that the
transition between schools (elementary to middle—middle to high school—high school to
college) is smooth. Children need to start their educations earlier, particularly those from
low-income backgrounds.
Hussey and Hodgkins schools need rehabilitation or
replacement. Students can use more hours in the classroom.
In the meantime, the school district must develop and implement a strategy to use the new
state consolidation initiative to benefit the students of Augusta. This requires a careful
consideration of partner districts that are compatible in philosophy, and that offer the most
complementary services and educational programs.
Legally speaking, the comprehensive plan is a document for the city council and the
planning board. It is not intended to provide detailed educational recommendations to
school boards. However, because of the importance of education for Augusta, this plan
proposes several ways that the City Council can support the School Board in raising the
performance of our schools.
Our goal is that Augusta will be become known for the excellence of its educational
institutions and the lifelong learning achievements of its people.

www.augusta.k12.me.us/academ/schools/conyhs/const.htm
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Educational Excellence
Heighten Recognition and Accountability

Beyond recognizing excellence, the City
Council and School Board need to publicly
measure overall progress towards our
educational goals, and lead the civic dialogue
about how we can do better. Specifically, we
recommend that the Council invite the School
Board and others to join together to:
⇒ set goals for educational performance;
⇒ design a system to track such performance

annually; and
⇒ meet once a year to evaluate where things

Augusta is fortunate in having statewide
leaders in the educational field in our
City, in state government, at the
University, and in area associations and
foundations. We recommend that the
City recruit this talent to help in the
endeavor (the Education Subcommittee
of the Comprehensive Plan found these
people very willing to help).
Cony High School Girls Basketball Team
2007 State Champions

© John Ewing (KJ)

The Augusta City Council has always publicly
recognized the basketball team and other
award-winning
school
endeavors.
We
commend this role, and propose to expand it.
The City should expand the areas of
recognition to include a broad range of
achievements in academics, athletics, and the
arts. It should also expand the settings to
include all educational facilities in the City,
both private and public, from pre-kindergarten
through post-secondary.
Regular and
frequent recognitions of student achievement
will send a message from the City Council to
our students, and to the outside world, that
excellence in education matters in Augusta.

2020 Vision

Augusta has a culture of educational
excellence and lifelong learning
supported by public recognition of
achievement and systematic
educational improvement.

stand.

Action Step

The annual report produced through
collaboration should cover such issues as:
⇒ the performance of Cony High graduates at

the University of Maine, Maine Community
College Systems and private colleges;

E1 Publish annual report on the “State
of Augusta’s Schools” and hold
annual joint Council/School Board/
public discussions of results

⇒ graduation and drop-out rates;
⇒ standardized testing results;
⇒ faculty opinions;
⇒ class size comparisons;
⇒ time

in the classroom and related
performance issues for students; and

⇒ faculty

satisfaction,

recruitment,

and

retention.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Outdoor Education, Cony High School
(www.cony-hs.augusta.k12.me.us)
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Educational Excellence
Expand Pre-Kindergarten Education
Pre-Kindergarten (“Pre-K”) is an education
enrichment program for 3 and 4-year old
children. It helps prepare them to learn when
they reach kindergarten.
National studies show that students who
participate in Pre-Kindergarten programs,
particularly
students
from
low-income
backgrounds:
⇒ perform better on standardized tests;
⇒ have lower failure and higher graduation

rates;
⇒ are less likely to be involved in crime or

delinquency;
⇒ are

less likely
pregnancy; and

to

experience

teen

⇒ are less likely to need special education

programs.
The Augusta School Department has already
started
a
successful
pre-kindergarten
program. There are currently 62 four-year-old
children enrolled at Hussey and Gilbert
schools. This is about a third of the total
number of children who are eligible.
Expanding this program to be available to
every student is the logical next step. The
State of Maine reimburses school departments
for 4-year-old Pre-K students. If Augusta
expanded the Pre-K program to include all 4year-olds (adding about 130 children), state
school aid to the City would increase by over
$400,000. State support is not available at this
time for programs for 3-year-olds, but serving
this group remains important. We recommend
lobbying for state support for 3-year-old Pre-K.

As was highlighted in the recent
Kennebec Journal series on hunger, it
is important that children have a
nutritional breakfast in order to do well
in school. The Augusta public schools
offer breakfast to all of their school
children. About half are eligible to
receive it for free; the other half must
pay a nominal fee of 75 cents. Even
so, only about a quarter of elementary
students take advantage of the
opportunity. School staff are working
to raise participation in the breakfast
program, and we encourage these
efforts.

2020 Vision
Every 3 and 4-year-old in the City of
Augusta has the opportunity to
participate in a high-quality
pre-kindergarten program.
Action Steps
E2 Immediately expand existing Pre-K
program to make it available to all
4-year-olds
E3 Over the longer term, expand the
Pre-K program to make it available to
all 3-year-olds
Gilbert Pre-K Classroom

Hussey Pre-K Classroom
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

© Southern Kennebec Child Development Corp.
January 7, 2008
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Educational Excellence
Create the Conditions for High Academic Achievement
One of the conditions necessary for high
achievement is to have a school building with
the necessary spaces and facilities for
learning. A recent study by PDT Architects
basically “flunks” both Hussey and Hodgkins
schools in this regard; they each receive a 21
rating (out of a possible 60) for their “learning
environment”; and are in need of rehabilitation
or replacement.
In addition to building rehabilitation, the
Comprehensive
Plan’s
Education
Subcommittee would like to see:
⇒ a renewed focus on curriculum development

that promotes the critical skills needed for
students to enter the global economy;
⇒ increased coordination among schools in
programs and budgets;
⇒ an

increase in the time spent in the
classroom each year; and
⇒ an increase in the appreciation and support

of faculty to help boost morale and provide a
stronger work and learning environment.
These are matters of School Board
management, but they may require additional
tools or resources from the municipal side to
address them. For example, to increase the
time students spend in the classroom each
year from 175 to 180 days, the school budget
must be increased by $375,000 ($75,000 per
additional school day).

The community at large can be a lowcost resource for students.
For
instance, the Cony High School music
program already works with the
University of Maine at Augusta’s jazz
program to develop the musical talent of
students from across the region. This
model can be expanded. Old Fort
Western can provide a living history
experience. The Pine Tree Arboretum
can provide environmental education.
State government has geologists,
biologists, historians, and marine
scientists, many of whom would be glad
to come to a classroom and share their
knowledge, or offer a “job shadowing”
experience for students. The business
community can provide internships and
mentoring opportunities in construction,
marketing, and other skills.

2020 Vision
Students have the resources on hand
to achieve high academic
performance in the classroom and in
the community.
Action Step
E4 Develop a plan to rehab or replace

Hussey and Hodgkins Schools

Maine Jazz Alliance District 3 Jazz Festival

Hussey Fourth Graders Taking Their NWEA Test
(http://www.augusta.k12.me.us/academ/schools/hussey/
(www.mainejazzalliance.org)
index.htm)
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
January 7, 2008
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Educational Excellence
Adult and Continued Education
The workforce must continually develop new
skills in order to stay competitive. Augusta is
blessed by resources to help make continuing
education possible. We have the University of
Maine at Augusta, the Capital Area Technical
Center (high school), an outlet of the
Kennebec Valley Community College, and
private schools such as Maine Instrument
Flight School and Capilo’s Institute of Skin,
Hair and Nails.
These schools are cooperating with each
other. The University of Maine at Augusta and
the Kennebec Valley Community College are
working with Cony and other central Maine
high schools to better prepare graduating high
school seniors for post-secondary education.
This effort is important not just to central
Maine, but to the whole state.

Capital Area Technical Center Culinary Students
prepare lunch for the legislature as part of
Maine Tourism Day at the State House

© House Democrats (www.maine.gov)

The Maine Development Foundation (with
offices here in Augusta) is working on a
statewide “Maine Employers Initiative” to
promote business support of worker training
and continuing education.
There is strong support for lifelong learning
among Augusta residents; 3 out of 4 reported
that they would like to have more continuing
education opportunities available here.
The City’s role is to encourage the culture of
lifelong learning in every way it can,
recognizing that the major responsibilities in
this area are with other institutions.

2020 Vision
Lifelong learning is a shared ethic and
experience among adults of all ages in
the Augusta area, and opportunities
for such education grow every year.

Action Step
E5 Have Augusta City Council highlight
educational program offerings and
school news as part of its weekly
televised Council meetings.

www.uma.edu

www.uma.edu
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A Great Place to Live & Work
Augusta’s Quality of Life: Enjoying the Urban Life.

3

Augusta is a city of diversity. It has the Marketplace at Augusta and small
mom and pop stores. It has downtown high-rises and nature refuges. It has
rural dirt roads and commercial strips. All of this contributes to the richness of life here.

Those who live in Augusta know how much the City has to offer its residents. Yet many of
its assets are unknown to outsiders.
This section is about building on the assets of Augusta, enhancing them, and in the
process making this a great City for residents and newcomers.
This approach is consistent with that put forward by the Brookings Institute in its 2006
report Charting Maine’s Future. That report stated that Maine’s major asset was the quality
of its cities and towns and countryside, and that, “As the search for quality places grows in
importance, Maine posses a globally known ‘brand’ built on images of livable communities,
stunning scenery, and great recreational opportunities” (page 6).
Market forces are on Augusta’s side in this effort.
For the first time in many years, the demand for intown housing is rising. Retirees want to be near to
health services and culture. Young people want to
be near night life. Augusta is poised to attract these
groups. But it must do more to strengthen its
neighborhoods, liven up the arts and culture scene,
provide economic opportunities, link outdoor trails
and recreation areas, and build affordable and
attractive housing.

Spotlight:
The Youth Perspective

Augusta’s youth of today are its
residents and leaders of tomorrow.
The Comprehensive Plan Committee
wanted to ensure that their voice is
heard in this plan. Cony High School
students were asked for their
perspective on both what would make
That is what the strategies in this section are
Augusta a better place for them today
designed to accomplish.
and those things that would
encourage them to choose to live in
Augusta as adults.
Their ideas mirror much of what is
highlighted in this section. They
desire places to gather, increased
recreational opportunities, a vibrant
downtown, teen clubs, music venues,
and easier access to places around
the City without the need for a car. In
the future, the things that will keep
these youth in Augusta include high
paying/good opportunity jobs,
affordable higher education, lower
taxes, and an abundance of
recreational and cultural activities.
For a full list of youth desires see
Volume 3: Augusta Residents Speak.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A City to Call Home
A City of Vibrant and Diverse Neighborhoods
Attracting more individuals and families to
Augusta to live has many benefits. The City’s
infrastructure – particularly its schools and
utilities– once supported more people than it does
today and could easily do so again. The more
people who live in Augusta, the more the costs for
this infrastructure can be shared, and the tax
burden decreased. The more people who live in
Augusta, the more the buses can run. The more
people who live in Augusta, the larger the
audiences for cultural events downtown, and the
more customers there are for neighborhood
stores. The more people who live in Augusta, the
more Augusta is known as a place where things
are happening. So this leaves the question:
What does it take to bring more people to live
in Augusta?
The first thing is to make it easier to develop new
residential housing at urban densities.
The
successful neighborhoods that Augusta has today
on the West Side and Mayfair have houses that
are close together, which encourages community
interaction.
These kinds of traditional
neighborhoods should be replicated elsewhere
(which is not easy with the current ordinance).
On the riverfront, there need to be provisions for
medium-rise condominiums and apartments,
mixed in with stores and offices. Augusta is the
only community that can provide the higherdensity urban neighborhoods and in-town living
sought by retiring baby-boomers and young
people alike.
Augusta’s land-use regulations
should encourage such development.
The City should review its building and housing
codes to ensure that they do enough to
encourage the rehabilitation of in-town buildings
for residential use, and at the same time do
enough to require landlords to properly maintain
their units.
The City should market Augusta’s residential
advantages to real estate agents and prospective
buyers. This includes promoting and encouraging
housing and neighborhood development at all
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

January 7, 2008

levels, from exclusive high-end
communities to market-rate and
workforce
housing
infill
and
subdivision projects.
The City should also aggressively
expand the supply of decent
affordable housing. After years of
low apartment rents and home
prices, the inflation of southern
Maine is now creeping into the
Augusta housing market.
The positive side of higher rents is
that it allows landlords to fix up their
properties. The negative side is that
it displaces many lower-income
tenants. The situation is made more
difficult by the shortage of federal
rent subsidy funds. As a regional
service center, Augusta will always
have a population of people with
lower incomes and/or special needs.
The City needs a short-term plan to
expand the supply of affordable
housing within the community and a
long-term
plan
working
with
neighboring communities to expand
the region’s affordable housing stock.

2020 Vision:

A growing City that attracts young
and old alike to live in vibrant and
diverse neighborhoods.
Action Steps
G1 Promote urban residential
development of all kinds by
allowing increased densities,
with appropriate scale and
design standards
G2 Market Augusta housing
opportunities through tools like
advertising, a spring housing fair,
and realtor education
G3 Develop strategies to supply
affordable owner and rental
housing based on identified
needs
17
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(2)Encourage public transportation.
Augusta was once served by
A Walkable and Accessible City passenger trains and trolleys. The
People move in, out, and through Augusta every reason these modes worked was due
day on foot, on bicycles, in buses, in cars, and to the dense concentrations of houses
on planes.
They are visitors to the Capitol, and workplaces. People lived close
tourists driving Downeast, commuters driving to together in triple-decker housing
and from work, students going to school, elders tenements and worked nearby at the
visiting a doctor, teenagers gathering at the Mall, large mills.
and parents running to the corner to get a gallon
Today, Augusta and the rest of central
of milk.
Maine’s residents have spread out.
This makes public transportation more
All must coexist together. The City needs to
difficult.
According to the Maine
create easy and safe navigation to important
Department of Transportation, it takes
locations through a variety of transportation
a density of 1,000 to 2,000 people per
means, using the least amount of energy and
square mile to support daily scheduled
causing the least amount of pollution possible.
bus service and even higher densities
Here’s how:
to support a light rail stop. Augusta
(1) Make it easier to walk everywhere . Walking
has nowhere near these numbers. As
is fun. Walking is good exercise. Walking is
a whole it has about 200 people per
sociable. Walking reduces pollution from cars.
square mile, even in its central built-up
Walking should be encouraged.
areas there are only 1,200 people per
square mile (see graph below). With
Augusta’s walking trails are excellent, but they
densities of employment and shopping
are not connected to each other. Augusta’s
downtown, at state offices, and in the
sidewalks are in relatively poor condition, and
mall area, there is the potential for
road crossings are often intimidating. Fixing and
better public transportation linking
maintaining
sidewalks,
developing
safe
them
together
(see
also
the
crosswalks, and connecting sidewalks and trails
discussion
of
trolley
service
on
page
to create a citywide walking/biking network, are
6).
all part of making Augusta a great place to live.

A City on the Move

Population per square mile

We recommend that the City create a citywide
trail and sidewalk plan, connecting
important destinations. In particular,
Density needed for public transportation
(Maine Department of Transportation)
the City needs a strong link from the
Capitol to downtown, so that visitors
can easily walk to the riverfront; from
2,000
the University of Maine at Augusta to
1,800
1,600
downtown, to promote student life and
1,400
activities there; from schools to
1,200
neighborhoods, so students can walk
1,000
and ride bikes to school; and from
800
neighborhoods to downtown and
600
riverfront trails, so that people can
400
safely walk to destinations. The plan
200
should include financial mechanisms
0
for buying land, rebuilding sidewalks,
Augusta as
Augusta
5-day bus
7 day bus
a whole
center
and performing ongoing maintenance.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A City on the Move
A Walkable and Accessible City
This Plan’s initiatives to increase the density of
residential development downtown will boost
the potential for expanded bus and trolley
transportation in the future.
Currently, due to the gas
crisis and an aging area
population, the Kennebec
Valley Community Action
Program (KVCAP) reports
(www.kvcap.org/)
that an additional 300
monthly riders have been
added over the past two years. Most riders are
seniors or people with disabilities. KVCAP
officials feel that the demand is there to double
their number of buses in Augusta (now three).
One factor holding back bus use is the lack of
attractive, sheltered, visible, bus stops. The
Marketplace is one of the chief destinations of
bus riders, but there are no bus stops there, and
once people are dropped off, it is hard for them
to walk from store to store. The City should
require commercial developers to make realistic
accommodations for buses and walking in the
project approval process. The City has built an
attractive bus stop downtown, but more could be
added in other locations.
Currently Augusta provides KVCAP with
$20,000 to match its federal grant to provide
service.
More federal money is coming
available. As most riders are going to shop, the
business
community
should
consider
supplementing this amount. In Waterville, the
Chamber is a contributor to the local match for
bus service. As proposed elsewhere in this
plan, a state and federally funded trolley service
between the Capitol complexes and downtown
would be a great place to start.
Public transportation to and from Augusta
schools, in particular school buses, are
underutilized. Many students are driven by their
parents, rather than walking, riding their bikes,
or taking the school bus.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Encouraging
students
to
use
alternative transportation not only
would reduce traffic congestion, it also
would educate the coming generation
about an important way to save
energy and be environmentally
responsible.
(3) Manage traffic to protect drivers
and to reduce peak traffic demand.
Speed is a problem on many Augusta
roads, and some believe drivers are
becoming more aggressive.
We
recommend that the City step up
traffic law enforcement by increasing
the police presence on major roads to
help protect all residents and drivers.
Also, the coordinated synchronization
of traffic signals, particularly at peak
times, would help to reduce speed
and the running of red lights. We also
encourage the increased promotion of
carpooling, and the development of
new park and ride lots, to reduce
traffic volume. In the rural parts of
Augusta,
traffic
flow
can
be
maintained better if the number of new
“curb cuts” from driveways is limited
on major roads.
(4) Transportation is also important to
Augusta’s economic development. To
the extent that the City is easy to
reach, and land is easy to develop, job
potential is increased.
There are
three
issues
currently
under
discussion with regard to economic
development:

www.pedbikeimages.org / Dan Burden
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The third issue is a proposed Cony
Road Connector which would create a
bypass road linking the Cushnoc
Bridge and Route 17. The road would
make the land in the Riggs Brook
zone more accessible for economic
development purposes. The Augusta
Board of Trade has commissioned a
study by Gorrill-Palmer Engineers that
shows the best way to design the
route. Study remains to be done on
the cost of this proposal, the
environmental impacts, and how it
shapes up on a cost-benefit scale to
other
economic
development
investments
The Cushnoc Bridge
the City may
consider.

A City on the Move
A Walkable and Accessible City
The first is air service . The Augusta State
Airport is an important asset.
Economic
developers say that an airport is one of the four
key elements a community needs to participate
in the new economy (along with a University,
quality of life, and quality workforce – all of
which Augusta has).
The airport currently serves national airlines and
private pilots. For this purpose, it is ideally
located. The destinations for most arriving pilots
and passengers are only minutes away.

Although Augusta must continue making
improvements to the airport, it should be careful
that the airport not impinge upon the quality of
life of neighboring residents. Neighbors should
be part of the airport master planning process to
insure that their concerns are heard and
addressed.

© Nancy Gutkin O'Neil

The second transportation issue important to
economic development is passenger rail service.
State government is proposing to extend the
successful passenger service from Boston to
Portland up the coast to Brunswick and
Rockland, and inland to Lewiston-Auburn. While
Augusta is not currently on the list of
destinations in the Maine Department of
Transportation 20-year Plan, the City should
have plans ready in case the opportunity
presents itself.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Owned by the Maine Department of
Transportation, the airport is now going through
a master planning process. The purpose is to
make safety improvements on the runways that
will enable continued scheduled airline flights in
the future.

2020 Vision:
Augusta is easy to reach by road and
air and rail, and easy to navigate by
foot, by bicycle, by bus, and by car.
Action Steps
G4 Implement a citywide trails and
sidewalk plan
G5 Create ordinance to require bus
stops for new commercial
development and retrofit for bus
stops at existing commercial
developments
G6 Improve traffic law enforcement
G7 Create development policy to
control the addition of curb cuts on
major roads
G8 Engage neighbors and business
people in Airport Master Plan
development

January 7, 2008
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Promoting Environmental Sustainability
Augusta has rivers, lakes, forests, and bogs. It
has eagles, deer, hummingbirds, and sturgeon.
Augusta is a place of great natural beauty.
Augusta is also home to a community of
environmental thinkers, in nonprofit organizations
and in state agencies, who reflect on and promote
the latest ideas to protect the water, air, land, and
living creatures.
For both of these reasons, Augusta is perfectly
positioned to be a “green city” that sets
standards for action on preserving open space
and wildlife habitats, reducing energy usage, and
promoting
environmentally
sustainable
development and lifestyles while continuing to
embrace residential and economic growth.
New development should be energy efficient and
environmentally sustainable. The City’s financial
assistance programs should reward alternative
energy, green construction standards, and open
space preservation. These benefits should push
the envelope, making sustainability an affordable
and marketable alternative for residents and
developers alike.

The City should move towards
combined single-stream recycling
(possibly funded through city trash
bags as in Portland) and outreach
programs to help residents to cut
down on energy, water, and carbon
dioxide usage.
The City should join the international
fight against global warming by
signing up as a “Cool City” (a U.S.
Mayors'
Climate
Protection
Agreement ).

2020 Vision:
A City surrounded by a greenbelt,
filled with parks, with sports teams
playing at night; a City that is a
Maine leader in green development,
recycling, and global warming
policies.

Augusta can create the first
greenbelt in Maine. East
Augusta already has large
blocks
of
conservation
Tree State Arboretum
lands. If they are connected Pine
(www.pinetreestatearboretum.org)
to form a greenbelt – as was
recommended in the Open Space Plan of 1999 –
they can provide a large block of undeveloped
area that will allow wildlife to thrive, and people to G9
enjoy the outdoors (see map on following page).
Augusta has a tradition of state champions in
sports activities.
These champions grew up
playing ball in neighborhood parks and recreation
fields. New pocket parks should be developed,
linked to others and to schools by bicycle and
walking trails. Efficient lighting for existing sports
fields should be increased to provide residents
with opportunities to participate in the evenings.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A Green City

Action Steps
Create incentives for energyefficient development through
City financial assistance
programs

G10

Join “Cool Cities” program

G11

Promote single-stream recycling
program funded through city
trash bags

G12

Expand “pocket parks” and add
efficient lighting to CARA complex
21
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A Cultural City
A regional center for art, culture, and history
Augusta has all the ingredients to be a great
cultural destination. There are musicians who play
with their friends at night. There are artists who
work on their canvases in their studios. There are
poets who read their work at poetry slams around
the state. There is also an audience in Augusta hungry for night life, arts, and culture - who would
enjoy all of this work. But, as of yet, there is a
disconnect between the two.
When they do connect, culture and arts in the City
of Augusta will thrive. Bringing Augusta’s artistic,
musical, and cultural worlds together with
passionate audiences will stimulate Augusta’s
creative economy and bring people into the
downtown to live and to play.
Missing are venues to bring the artists and the
audiences together in a lively setting. That setting
is downtown. Augusta’s downtown must become a
cultural district. It should have all of the elements
that enable arts and culture to thrive: performance
venues of different sizes, restaurants and night life,
galleries and studios, upstairs housing, classes,
and bookstores. The City can initiate this effort,
but ultimate success depends upon a partnership
with local business, the University of Maine at
Augusta, nonprofit arts partners, foundations, and
creative individuals.

www.discoverkennebec.org

Critical to the visibility of arts and culture in a
community is a thorough and easily accessible
calendar of events. The easiest way to provide
such a cultural calendar
is through a website.
We encourage the City
to upgrade its website
to include such a
calendar of art events,
tourist
attractions,
artisan businesses, and
promotional activities.
The Mayor and City
Council can also use
their Monday telecasts
to showcase arts and
culture performers and
schedules.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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The overall promotion of arts and
culture is a regional issue that goes
beyond the boundaries of Augusta.
The 2006 Kennebec Arts and Culture
Directory shows just how many
participants there are in our region in
music, art, drama, and other artistic
efforts. But even on a regional basis,
the sector overall is still small and
fragile. It needs strong support to
grow.
Such support includes
communication,
marketing
and
promotion, and seed grants. This
costs money.
To raise the money, and to
coordinate the effort, we recommend
that Augusta help to promote the
creation of a regional arts foundation
in the Kennebec Valley (more on this
is available in the following chapter
on the regional perspective).
Finally, we support the expansion of
the Lithgow Library at its present site.
Lithgow is a great architectural and
cultural treasure for the City, and its
expansion will be good for the City
and good for the regional cultural
economy.
Lithgow Library Expansion

© Stew Roberts

2020 Vision:
A City known for its vibrant arts,
culture, and history scene.
Action Steps
G13

Expand Lithgow Library

G14

Use televised City Council
meetings to promote arts events
and performers.

G15

Upgrade the City website to
include a community calendar
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A Great Place to Live & Work
An Entrepreneurial City
Where businesses thrive
Augusta welcomes all shapes and sizes of
economic development. We pride ourselves on an
open and fair process for promoting growth and
leadership. We also work hard to ensure that new
developments reflect the unique characteristics of
Augusta’s neighborhoods and districts.
Large developers are attracted to Augusta without
any special City efforts. Mid-sized businesses can
be helped by the City with a variety of incentives,
such as Pine Tree Zones and Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) arrangements. Small businesses,
however, have relatively few resources available.
Small, locally-owned, businesses are important in
attracting and retaining young people; in
encouraging the arts; and in providing the cafés,
restaurants, boutique shops, corner stores, and
galleries that contribute to the quality of life
downtown and in Augusta’s neighborhoods.
To help promote small business growth we
recommend a city-wide entrepreneurship program
with four elements:
⇒ a

small business incubators that provide
technical and education assistance;

Combined with the availability of lowrent space and common services,
Augusta’s downtown can be a
powerful resource for people from far
and wide who want to start a
business.
One of the fastest-growing economic
sectors in Augusta is health care and
social services. Doctors, therapists,
healers, and social service providers
are also often entrepreneurs.
Augusta should market itself as a
center for
health businesses,
particularly in the new health care
zone around the Cancer Center, and
business
assistance
resources
should be made available to help
them succeed.
With respect to larger businesses ,
the Committee commends the City’s
work with the Water/Sewer District to
extend sewer and water lines to
North Augusta (proposed to be
completed in 2009).
We also
encourage the City to look into
funding the same sewer and water
services for East Augusta.

⇒ an easily accessible inventory of business real

estate for rent or sale;
⇒ small business financial incentives available to

entrepreneurs in the downtown area, funded by
downtown TIF district revenues; and
⇒ free wireless internet services focused on the

downtown.

© Joe Phelan (Kennebec Journal)

Augusta has unique resources
that could be assembled in one
downtown location to help small
businesses. These include: UMA
business professors; federal
Small Business Administration
staff;
Maine Department of
Economic Development small
© Dianne Weber
business specialists; Coastal
Enterprises, Inc. small business
counselors, and Women, Work, and Community;
as well as private bankers and real estate experts.
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2020 Vision:
A vibrant economic community
where businesses of all sizes grow
and prosper side by side.
Action Steps
G16 Create small business incubator
and assistance center downtown
G17 Create a free WiFi zone
downtown
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Respecting all Taxpayers
Engaging Partners to Achieve New
Initiatives
Every day the Governor and all of his
commissioners come to work in Augusta. For half
of the year, elected officials from every community
in the state gather daily under the Capitol dome.
Every day, thousands of residents from central
and coastal Maine come to Augusta to work and
shop.
In the summer, they are joined by
thousands of tourists. Over the course of the
year, virtually every elected official, every
business leader, every leader of the nonprofit
sector, comes at least once to do business in
Augusta.
In one respect, this is a problem. The taxpayers
of Augusta are paying for an infrastructure of
roads and services that are used by hundreds of
thousands of outsiders. But in another respect,
it’s an opportunity. People from all over Maine
and the New England region know Augusta and
visit it regularly. They care how Augusta is doing.
They can contribute talent, leadership, support,
and in some cases money to the effort to
strengthen Augusta and its surrounding area.
1999 and 2003 Estimated Property Taxes on a
$150,000 home
(Source: Maine Revenue Service)
$4,000
$3,500
$3,000
$2,500

Augusta will need the
help of state and
regional partners to be
able to afford new
initiatives discussed in this plan.
Due to careful controls over
spending, and new property tax
revenue
generators,
Augusta’s
property tax rate has gone down
from one of the ten highest in the
state eight years ago to somewhere
in the thirties. It is also closer to its
neighbors, as the graph below
shows. With lower commuting costs,
and the fact that Augusta taxpayers
get more services for their tax dollar
than homeowners in smaller towns,
the differential largely disappears.
Still, Augusta’s property taxes
remain relatively high, as is the case
in all service center communities in
Maine, and there is little wiggle room
in the budget to take on major new
initiatives in the City.
If Augusta’s property taxes are
overextended,
then
potential
partnerships
with
state
and
neighboring governments and with
the private and nonprofit sectors are
underutilized. We recommend in this
chapter that the City pursue
increased partnerships with these
organizations to the benefit of the
City, the region, and the State of
Maine.

$2,000
$1,500
$1,000
$500
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Respecting all Taxpayers
Stepping Up the State Partnership
The Capital Riverfront Improvement District
(CRID) is a local/state partnership established by
legislation after the Edwards Dam was removed.
The District has a board consisting of city officials,
area residents, and state commissioners, all
appointed by Legislative leadership or the Mayor.
It has laid the groundwork for success on the
riverfront through the development of the 2000
CRID Master Plan, the establishment of Mill Park,
and overseeing the transfer of the Arsenal to
private hands.
Now it is time for the Capital Riverfront
Improvement District to take on a more specific
mission: to bring people into downtown and the
riverfront of Augusta to visit, work, live, and play.
This will benefit both the City and the State of
Maine.
Augusta, as the state capital, is the
gateway and symbol of what the state as a whole
is about. An attractive first impression of Maine is
important for the state’s economic development
and tourism efforts, as well as for the state
government’s ability to recruit a talented
workforce.
One way state government can help bring people
downtown is to partner with area cultural and arts
destinations to bring exhibits and events there.
For example, the Maine State Museum and Maine
Military Museum are both looking to expand their
community outreach.
Why not have events
downtown? Another way state government can
help is to make it easier for workers and visitors to
the Capitol and state offices to go downtown –
without getting into cars and creating pollution and
congestion – through a state-operated trolley
service. Continuing CRID’s partnership with the
Maine Development Foundation on downtown
redevelopment is key to these goals.
Beyond the question of downtown is Maine’s
overall tax structure. Augusta, like other service
centers in Maine, supports services for a large
region from a limited property tax base.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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The recent report Charting Maine’s
Future by the Brookings Institution
recommends
creating
a
“Commission
on
Government
Efficiency” to identify $60 to $100
million in annual savings from
improvement in operations of state
government, and then applying a
“meaningful proportion” of these
savings to reimburse municipalities
with high amounts of tax-exempt
property. If implemented, this would
provide immediate property tax relief
to
Augusta
taxpayers
while
providing funds for new City
initiatives.

© Dave Gomeau

2020 Vision
The Maine State Museum and other
cultural institutions partner with the
downtown and riverfront area.
Trolley service shuttles workers
and visitors from the east campus
to downtown to the Capitol complex
throughout the day.
Action Step

T1 The Capitol Riverfront
Improvement District should
establish a new mission with
specific focus on bringing
people downtown.
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Respecting all Taxpayers
Fostering Cooperation
The Brookings report emphasized that municipal
governments must become more efficient in Maine.
Maine has almost 500 local governments for a
population of a little over a million; this comes out
to an average of slightly more than 2,000 people
per municipality. While Augusta is not small, many
of its neighbors are, and this provides an
opportunity for the City to help both its neighbors
and its own taxpayers at the same time. Augusta
should offer neighboring municipalities support
whenever possible and work to create an
environment of cooperation and trust. Augusta has
four assets that position it as a potential partner in
regionalization. We must use these assets to the
benefit of the region while helping surrounding
communities maintain their unique character and
autonomy.
(1) Hard-won experience. The City led its Water
and Sewer Districts through a ground-breaking—
and tough—process of creating a “Greater Augusta
Utility District.” The City also worked with four
neighboring communities to create the Kennebec
River Rail Trail.
(2) Outstanding staff skills. The water and
sewer district consolidation was made possible by
the essential contribution from the City Human
Resources Director Ellen Blair. The Rail Trail
would not have happened without the technical
and visible leadership of City Engineer Lionel
Cayer. Throughout Augusta City Government,
from police to fire to recreation to economic
development to finance to health, Augusta has
expertise that it can provide for the benefit of
surrounding communities.
(3) Ready Partners.
State government will
provide grants to move consolidation forward, and
in some cases (such as 911) will be part of the
service partnership. The Kennebec Valley Council
of Governments (KVCOG) is working with Augusta
on river planning. The Kennebec Valley Chamber
of Commerce (KVCC) works with Augusta’s
economic development efforts.
(4) Popular support. A 2006 survey of Augusta
residents found a high level of support for regional
cooperation and consolidation in order to stabilize
taxes.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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In the process of putting together this
plan, the Comprehensive Plan
Subcommittees identified a number
of areas where regional cooperation
would bear fruit, including:
Creating
a
regional
arts
foundation. Regional cooperation
in fund-raising for, promoting, and
scheduling arts organizations and
events would give a significant boost
the creative economy.
Establishing a regional public
health department. A coordinated
regional effort could reduce the
physical and financial costs of
obesity,
smoking,
unwanted
pregnancy, chronic diseases, and
other health issues.
Developing a regional affordable
housing strategy. Rising prices are
affecting lower-income families in
every community in the region. A
regional housing strategy to expand
affordable housing in all towns would
help address the problem.
To achieve these goals, Augusta
needs to partner with neighboring
communities and the Kennebec
Valley Council of Governments.

2020 Vision
Augusta and its surrounding
communities deliver a broad range
of services in a consolidated
manner, to the benefit of all
taxpayers in the region.
Action Steps
T2 Convene annual regional
municipal forum to set cooperative
goals
T3 Negotiate annual regional service
contract with KVCOG
© Linwood Riggs
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A Sense of Place
At a public meeting of the Comprehensive Plan Committee held at the new
Cony High School Auditorium, a recent newcomer to Augusta stood up in the
back row and said, “I have lived many places in my life, but here in Augusta I
feel like I have finally found my home.”

5

This man has found a “sense of place” in Augusta. The National Historic Preservation
Trust calls it “those things that add up to a feeling that a community is a special place,
distinct from anywhere else”.
We believe Augusta’s sense of place must begin with a bold attitude.
⇒ We are a city, not a town, and we are proud of it.
⇒ We pursue excellence always, and are not afraid to take risks.
⇒ We take care of people, especially those who can't take care of themselves,

understanding it is a privilege to be able to do so.
⇒ We value and act responsibly towards the natural world around us.
⇒ We value the heritage that is communicated to us through our museums and historic

buildings, and our senior citizens and families.
⇒ We do whatever it takes to improve the lives of our children.
⇒ We support and promote economic development that helps our City and the region

grow, providing good-wage jobs for our citizens and opportunities for all.
Augusta’s sense of place is rooted in our physical and social setting, including the
Kennebec River; the State Capitol; Old Fort Western; a lifelong-learning culture supported
by the University of Maine at Augusta, public and private schools, and the historic Lithgow
Library; a location near the ocean and near the mountains, with the beautiful Pine Tree
State Arboretum and active outdoor sports programs; and a crossroads location for
commerce, supporting a thriving retail sector, close-knit neighborhoods, and a talented
workforce.
This entire plan is designed to build upon and
enhance these assets to improve our quality of life. In
this section, the focus is on how these assets are
communicated to the wider world.
The City presents itself to the world in two ways. One
is in how Augusta “looks”, i.e. the style of architecture,
the streetscapes, all those things people see when
they drive and walk through the city. The second is in
© Andy Malloy (Kennebec Journal)
how the City is promoted to those who have yet to
come and experience it—this is achieved through branding and marketing. A brand is a
symbol that summarizes and simplifies a product’s assets. It evokes positive feelings and
trust. It is the way in which an organization, be it a business, a nonprofit, or a government,
encapsulates its message and image for the world to see. This chapter focuses on action
steps for presenting the City of Augusta to the world.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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A Sense of Place
The Look of the City
Designing for the future, respecting the past
Augusta’s image is communicated directly to
visitors and residents by the look and feel of
the City’s physical development. If the City of
Augusta’s brand is Capitol, river, and history
(as currently contained in the City’s logo),
then the physical features of the City from its
gateways to its roadways, must reinforce the
qualities of dignity, natural beauty, and historic
architecture.

© C. McIntyre—PhotoLink/Getty Images

This can be accomplished by:

(2) Focusing on preservation of historic
buildings and districts. The City can work to
preserve its unique character through the
creation of a historic preservation ordinance.
Such an ordinance would guide the
rehabilitation of existing historic structures,
and insure that new developments also reflect
the style of the historic neighborhood. A good
example is the restoration of original building
facades on Water Street, which was
accomplished through City funds and
matching grants, and which highlights the
traditional character of downtown.
(3) Creating landscaping guidelines that
ensure that new developments have trees,
grass, and open spaces that are attractive, are
consistent with neighboring appearances, and
provide privacy to neighbors.
(4) Creating a revolving loan fund to
improve run-down properties. Using state or
federal grants, the City should create a fund to
help low-income property-owners meet health
and safety codes, and maintain their homes in
an attractive way.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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(1) Creating design standards that ensure
that new development in key geographic areas
is of high quality and is consistent with the
surrounding architecture. Such guidelines may
address building height, size, lot placement,
and sometimes facades (especially in historic
districts).

2020 Vision

Augusta as a destination city where
old and new architecture go hand in
hand and streets and safe, attractive,
and lively places for pedestrians and
drivers to enjoy.

Action Steps
S1 Establish gateway zoning districts
S2 Create a historic preservation
ordinance
S3 Improve architectural and
landscape development citywide
through design standards and
design-sensitive zoning regulations
S4 Redesign road signage for greater
clarity and to highlight Augusta
destinations

January 7, 2008
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A Sense of Place
Branding the City
One vision for all we have to offer
One branding tool that every community has is its
logo. The logo for Augusta shows the Kennebec
River, the Capitol, and historic Fort Western, nicely
capturing three of the City’s major assets.
A logo, however, is only one small way
communities communicate their image. In fact, the
brand for the City of Augusta is communicated by
thousands of messages sent to the public every
year including paid advertising, mailings, and
websites publicizing services generated by
MaineGeneral, the University of Maine at Augusta,
the Kennebec Valley Tourism Council, the
Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce, Nicolson
and Ryan Jewelers, the Senator Inn and Spa, and
the Augusta State Airport, to name a few.

The brand that is eventually chosen will
reflect all the unique characteristics of the
City, promoting one vision and one voice,
distinguishing Augusta from any other city
or capital in the nation. It will highlight the
Kennebec Valley Region and all that it has
to offer.
This brand needs to be widely distributed in
the community and throughout the state
and the nation. This can be most effectively
accomplished through a clear and easy to
navigate website which both residents and
visitors can use to learn more about what
the City and the region have to offer. We
strongly recommend that the City invest in
a website that brings together all the talent,
attractions, amenities, and services of
Augusta and the region, promoting them
under one simple brand.

The City of Augusta itself communicates distinct
marketing message to potential businesses,
potential residents, and tourists through its website
at www.getconnectedaugusta.com.
The site
emphasizes to potential new businesses that
Augusta has a quality infrastructure and workforce,
to potential new residents that Augusta has stable
taxes and a new high school, and to potential
tourists that Augusta has regional areas for
outdoor recreation.
Branding is a new concept to municipal
governments, but it is a well-honed skill in the
private sector. Augusta is fortunate to have 35
members of the Maine Public Relations Council
working within the City. These are professionals
whose expertise is in developing brands and
messages, coordinating their delivery, and
measuring their effectiveness.
These people
should be tapped to help the City and its partners
develop and communicate a positive and
compelling brand image for Augusta.

© Kennebec Valley
Chamber of Commerce

2020 Vision

Augusta and the Kennebec Valley are
known throughout New England as a
place with a beautiful River, a historic
downtown, great outdoor recreation
opportunities, a lively cultural scene,
and environmentally responsible
development.
Action Steps
S5 Create Augusta Image and
Marketing Committee (AIMC) to
develop an Augusta brand
S6 Develop a City website that
highlights and promotes all
Augusta has to offer and is easy to
use and navigate

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Section C: Future Land Use
This section lays out where and how future development should occur. It is designed to:
Make it easier to build new housing in the built-up areas of the City, especially along
sewer and water lines;
Encourage a higher quality of design, particularly for commercial buildings;
Allow for more “mixed-use” developments where houses, stores, and offices are
blended together in an attractive and walkable manner.
Provide flexibility to homebuilders and developers to locate their buildings in ways
that best suit the site – while respecting the rights of neighbors to privacy and
attractive buffers.
These goals will be accomplished through changes to municipal land-use regulation, and
through public and private infrastructure investments. By and large, the land-use
regulation changes proposed are incremental in nature. No dramatic changes from
existing uses are proposed. However, the goal of the changes is to improve the quality of
all development within the City.
This plan carries out the requirement of the State's Growth Management Act:
To encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each
community and region while protecting the State's rural character, making efficient
use of public services and preventing development sprawl.
(Title 30-A, Section 4312(3)(A))
In order to achieve this goal, municipalities must designate, at a minimum, growth and rural
areas. Additionally, municipalities may designate transitional and critical rural areas.
Augusta uses all four designations using three maps to clarify the intent.

© Dave Gomeau

The first map (pg 32) — “Growth Area” — shows the general growth area for Augusta —
the area within which the majority of development in the coming ten years should take
place. The second map (pg
33) — “Future Land Use” —
breaks down the growth area
into eight districts and names
them according to the
predominant use (note that
other uses also take place in
these districts, but at a smaller
scale). The third map (pg34)
— “Future Land Use Detail” —
provides a level of detail about
uses that can inform future
zoning decisions.
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Future Land Use
Guiding General Principles
The proposed future land-use plan is based
on the following general principles:

1

The majority of residential development
and nearly all non-residential
development should occur in the designated
growth areas of the City. These are areas
along the riverfront and near downtown,
existing neighborhoods and the turnpike;
served by or next to sewer and water utilities;
and with considerable development already.
Provision and extension of public
sewerage and water should be
encouraged and facilitated within the
designated growth areas of the city.

2

Residential development in the growth
areas should provide urban housing
opportunities which are not available
elsewhere in the region.
This includes
riverfront
condominiums,
urban
neighborhoods with parks, apartments, and
the like. The ordinance should allow densities
needed to expand existing urban
neighborhoods, like Mayfair, and to develop
along the riverfront. Roads, sidewalks, and
trails should connect new neighborhoods to
existing neighborhoods. Neighborhood design
should reflect the closeness associated with a
city setting, but provide private spaces that
enhance livability, such as back yards, fences,
hedges, and plantings. Small neighborhood
parks should also be incorporated into new
development.

3

Outside of the growth areas, where there
is no public sewer and water, where there
are significant natural resources and
habitats, and where natural resource
industries can thrive, the land should remain
rural in character. Residential development
there should total less than 20% of the new
units built in Augusta, and should be done in a
way which maintains rural character.
Clustering should be encouraged through
regulatory incentives in order to minimize the
impact of new development on natural
resources and habitat.

4
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5

The City should implement a
comprehensive program of land
conservation. The program may include
the purchase of conservation land or
easements, the use of transfer of
development rights programs, the payment
of development transfer fees to support
land conservation, and efforts to
encourage voluntary land conservation.

6

Significant natural resources,
agricultural land, forested land, and
open space should be protected and an
interconnected network of “public” open
space developed wherever feasible.

7

The City will endeavor to ensure that
75% of publicly funded, growthrelated capital investment will occur in the
designated growth area.
Examples of
such investment projects are: water and
sewer extensions or upgrades necessary
to accommodate new growth, school
expansions, transportation infrastructure
expansions, airport expansions and public
safety facilities.

8

The City’s gateways will receive
special attention in land-use
ordinances and public policy. The effort
will be to improve the quality of the
development through better site design
standards and enhanced public spaces.
The gateways are Western Avenue, Civic
Center Drive/Mount Vernon Avenue, State
Street, Bangor Street, and Eastern
Avenue. Other highly trafficked roads may
receive similar attention.

January 7, 2008
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Future Land Use
Part A: Future Growth Areas

River / Downtown

Pedestrian connections are critical.
Sidewalks, trails, and bikeways must
connect to the City’s network.

Purpose
The river/downtown district is the heart of
Augusta. Although it is largely developed
today with businesses, churches, apartments,
stores, and civic organizations, the future
land-use plan calls for an even more intensive
use of the space – by re-occupying the upper
floors of buildings with offices and residential
uses; by converting warehouses to new uses,
including residential; by rehabilitating
apartments; by increasing retail and
restaurant and cultural activities along Water
Street; by expanding the utilization of Fort
Western and Lithgow Library; and by adding
small hotels. Good trail, pedestrian, and
bicycle connections for the downtown with
existing neighborhoods and the University of
Maine will contribute to bringing foot traffic
and customers to Water Street.

Setbacks should be minimal or not
exist. Maximum setbacks should be
considered, rather than minimum
setbacks, in order to maintain the urban
core and keep buildings close to front
property lines, maintaining the feel and
walkability of downtown.
Building height, scale and bulk should
be similar to what currently exists,
with allowances for increases in all of
these standards up to, but not more than,
that of the Key Plaza. Care should be
taken to ensure some of the more unique
structures, such as the Old Federal
Building, are not overwhelmed in scale by
neighboring structures.
Enhancing the
view of the River should be a
consideration in public and private
decision-making along Water Street.

Design Criteria
This is a traditionally dense development area
and maintaining that density, while enhancing
its function and appearance, are the goals of
the design criteria for this district. The criteria
should include:
Limited or no requirements for on-site
parking.
Parking areas should be landscaped both
internally and at the edges to screen and
soften the effect of this “hardscape.”
Landscaping is important in the district
and where possible must be incorporated
throughout a site. Street trees and public
greenery should be required of developers
that re-develop sites, and the City should
continue and enhance its commitment to
public landscaping.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Lot size and residential densities
should not be regulated.
Lighting should be “pedestrian scale”
first and “auto scale” second.
Lighting should be designed to eliminate
as much light pollution and glare as
possible.
Accent lighting should be
directed so that it is minimal and nonintrusive.
Signage should be oriented to
pedestrians, and not high on
buildings. The size and number of
signs should be regulated to limit sign
clutter. Sign material or design should be
considered only to the extent that a sign
should not be distracting to drivers by
flashing, being overly bright, having or
mimicking movement, or being otherwise
obtrusive on the landscape.

January 7, 2008
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Future Land Use
Subdistricts

River / Downtown
Uses
The river/downtown district is proposed to be
a mixed-use area with the following uses:
Retail, except auto or the display
of large goods outside, such as
tractors, motorcycles, etc.
Services

Light Industrial
(Conditional Use)

Restaurants

Institutional
(Churches, etc)

Offices
Government
Medical
Recreational, especially
associated with the river
Dense Residential

The Augusta Future Land Use map depicts
generalized districts within which
subdistricts are expected to be created.
The River/Downtown district will have three
subdistricts.
The east side of the Kennebec River will
encourage less intense uses, lower
building heights, and a more direct
connection between uses and the river
than currently exists on the west side of
the Kennebec River.
The second subdistrict is the west side of
the Kennebec River extending north from
the Hartford Fire Station. This is the heart
of Augusta’s downtown and development
patterns will reflect the existing intense
land use with additional emphasis on filling
upper floors.
The third subdistrict is also on the west
side of the river and extends south from
the Hartford Fire Station. This area will
continue to be characterized by a mix of
smaller structures used for commercial,
institutional, and residential uses.

© Maine OGIS
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Future Land Use
Westside Residential
Purpose
The Westside Residential District is a mix of
neighborhoods and commercial corridors, with
clear lines separating the two. The protection
of neighborhoods from further encroachment
of businesses is critical to maintaining
livability, long term security for residential
investment, and historic character. At the
same time, commercial corridors such as
Western Avenue, Capitol Street, portions of
State Street, and Mount Vernon Avenue are
important places of commerce.
These
corridors should be limited in depth generally
to one or two lots back from the main
corridors.
The area encompasses many of Augusta’s
traditional neighborhoods. This plan calls for
preserving
and
protecting
these
neighborhoods, allowing for residential growth
by building on vacant lots and on neighboring
open spaces, creating pedestrian connections
to trails and parks and the riverfront, and
supporting services and small businesses that
enhance the residential environment.
Within these neighborhoods there are key
artery streets.
These perform both
commercial and through-traffic functions, and
also serve as gateways to the city center.
Design and landscape standards will ensure
that development along these streets will be
done in a way that maintains the
attractiveness of the City.
Clusters of residences that form traditional
neighborhoods are designated on the Future
Land-Use Details map. They receive varying
levels of protection dependent on the existing
level of current non-residential encroachment.
Over time, some of these neighborhoods may
need to be re-evaluated regarding their
continued existence as residential areas,
particularly those very close to existing major
non-residential development.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Carefully crafted design criteria,
addressing both the building and the site,
will ensure that non-residential uses
allowed in residential areas will have little
or no impact on the neighboring
residences or neighborhood environment.

Design Criteria
This is a moderately dense development
area and maintaining that density, while
enhancing its functionality and
appearance, are the goals of the design
criteria for this district.
On-site parking should be sufficient to
accommodate on-site uses.
Parking areas should be landscaped
both internally and at the edges to
screen and soften the effect of this
“hardscape.”
Landscaping is important in the
district, and where possible must be
incorporated throughout a site.
Sidewalks and pedestrian
connections are critical. Sidewalks,
trails, and bikeways must connect to the
City’s network.
Setbacks should be minimal in the
residential subdistricts to maximize
the use of the available public utilities and
create a pedestrian scale environment.
Setbacks and screening should be utilized
on the edges of commercial and
residential subdistricts, and the Planning
Board should also have flexibility to require
the placement of landscaping between
commercial uses when it makes sense to
improve the appearance of the area.
Lot sizes should require residential
densities of 4 to 10 units per acre
where public utilities are available, and 2
to 4 residential units per acre where they
are not.
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Future Land Use
Westside Residential

Offices

Institutional, such as churches
and schools

Building height should be limited to
about 40 feet, except for steeples, clock
towers, and similar architectural features that
are typically associated with particular uses.
Lighting should be pedestrian scale first
and auto scale second, except along
arterial and major collector roads. Lighting
should be full cutoff and designed to eliminate
as must light pollution and glare as possible.
Accent lighting should be directed such that it
is non-intrusive.
Signage should be pedestrian-oriented
and not be high on buildings. Sign size
and number should be regulated to limit
sign clutter. Sign material or design should be
considered only to the extent that a sign
should not be distracting to drivers by
flashing, being overly bright, having or
mimicking movement, or being otherwise
obtrusive on the landscape.
Form-based zoning (which focuses on
building design and scale, rather than
immediate use) should be explored in this
area. As a building typically outlasts its initial
use, it is important that the building is
compatible with the surrounding area and
easily adapted to other uses.

Uses
Subdistricts, design criteria, and possibly
form-based zoning in this area will play a vital
role in helping to control the effects of
incompatible uses. The following uses are
expected in the district: in primarily residential
subdistricts, non-residential uses will be
strictly limited and/or controlled by design
standards.

Government

Recreational, especially park
and playground areas
Single-family, duplex, and multifamily residential

Subdistricts
The Augusta Future Land-Use map
depicts generalized districts within which
subdistricts are expected to be created.
The Westside Residential district is broken
into a number of distinct subdistricts that
are either primarily non-residential or
primarily residential.
The interface of these subdistricts is a
place for careful compromise where
existing residential uses may be converted
to commercial, but only if care is taken that
other adjacent residential uses are
minimally impacted. For example, existing
residences directly on Western Avenue
should be allowed to convert to
commercial uses, provided that adequate
mitigation of the impacts of the new
commercial use is ensured for adjacent
residential uses. As another example,
Winthrop Street has a number of offices on
its lower section. These offices should not
be allowed to convert to a more intense
non-residential use, but may be converted
to a residential use if desired. Each case
will need careful consideration of specific
surrounding conditions.

Retail, with very limited opportunity
for auto sales and other similar retail
uses dependent on outdoor storage
and the display of large goods.
Services

Restaurants

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Future Land Use
Eastside Residential
Purpose
This Eastside Residential District is very
similar in purpose and regulation to the
Westside Residential district. The gateway
non-residential corridors are Bangor Street,
Stone Street, Hospital Street, North Belfast
Avenue, and Eastern Avenue. Building and
site design should complement and enhance
surrounding uses, and be respectful of nearby
or adjacent residential uses.
The area encompasses many of Augusta’s
traditional neighborhoods. This plan calls for
preserving
and
protecting
these
neighborhoods, allowing for residential growth
by building on vacant lots and on neighboring
open spaces, creating pedestrian connections
to trails and parks and the riverfront, and
supporting services and small businesses that
enhance the residential environment.
Within these neighborhoods are key arterial
streets. These perform both commercial and
through-traffic functions, and also serve as
gateways to the city center. Design and
landscape standards will ensure development
along these streets occurs in a way that
maintains the attractiveness of the city.
Carefully crafted design criteria, addressing
both the building and the site, will ensure that
non-residential uses allowed in residential
areas will have little or no impact on the
neighboring residences or neighborhood
environment.

Parking areas should be landscaped
both internally and at the edges to
screen and soften the effect of this
“hardscape.”
Landscaping is important in the
district, and where possible must be
incorporated throughout a site.
Sidewalks and pedestrian
connections are critical. Sidewalks,
trails, and bikeways must connect to the
City’s network.
Setbacks should be minimal in the
residential subdistricts to maximize
the use of the available public utilities and
create a pedestrian scale environment.
Setbacks and screening should be utilized
on the edges of commercial and residential
subdistricts, and the Planning Board
should also have flexibility to require the
placement of landscaping between
commercial uses when it makes sense to
improve the appearance of the area.
Lot sizes should require residential
densities of 4 to 10 units per acre
where public utilities are available, and 2 to
4 residential units per acre where they are
not.
Building height should be limited to
about 40 feet, except for steeples,
clock towers, and similar architectural
features that are typically associated with
particular uses.

Design Criteria
This is a moderately dense development area
and maintaining that density, while enhancing
its function and appearance, are the goals of
the design criteria for this district.
On-site parking should be sufficient to
accommodate on-site uses.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Lighting should be pedestrian scale
first and auto scale second, except
along arterial and major collector roads.
Lighting should be full cutoff and designed
to eliminate as much light pollution and
glare as possible. Accent lighting should
be directed such that it is non-intrusive.
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Future Land Use
Subdistricts

Eastside Residential
Signage should be pedestrian-oriented
and not be high on buildings. Sign size
and number should be regulated to limit
sign clutter. Sign material or design should be
considered only to the extent that a sign
should not be distracting to drivers by
flashing, being overly bright, having or
mimicking movement, or being otherwise
obtrusive on the landscape.
Form-based zoning (which focuses on
building design and scale, rather than
immediate use) should be explored in this
area. As a building typically outlasts its initial
use, it is important that the building is
compatible with the surrounding area and
easily adapted to other uses.

The Augusta Future Land-Use map depicts
generalized districts within which subdistricts are expected to be created. The Eastside Residential District is broken into a
number of distinct subdistricts that are either
primarily non-residential or primarily residential. Both types of subdistricts need to
have regulation that enhances their primary
uses.
The Cony Road subdistrict is a unique situation where a mixed use area is envisioned.
This mixed use area will allow both residential and non-residential uses, but will limit
the size of non-residential uses to about
35,000 square feet and require significant
performance standards to mitigate their impact on abutting residential uses.

Uses
Subdistricts, design criteria, and possibly
form-based zoning in this area will play a vital
role in helping to control the effects of
incompatible uses. The following uses are
expected in the district: in primarily residential
subdistricts, non-residential uses will be
strictly limited and/or controlled by design
standards.

Services

Restaurants

Offices

Government
© Dave Gomeau

Retail, with very limited opportunity
for auto sales and other similar retail
uses dependent on outdoor storage
and the display of large goods.

Institutional, such as churches
and schools
Recreational, especially park
and playground areas
Single-family, duplex, and multifamily residential
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Future Land Use
North River Residential
Purpose
The North River Residential district is primarily
medium to low-density residential in
character, with accommodation for mineral
extraction that has taken place here for
decades. The area has great residential
potential, with its view of and access to the
Kennebec River. However, to realize this
potential, the gravel mining operations need to
have stronger controls on noise, pollution, and
landscaping. Curb cut limits to the main roads
may also be needed to make use of the
backlands for residential development, and so
that the rural feel is not lost by strip housing
development. The district should strike a
balance between these uses as best as
possible. It is recognized that standards for
non-residential uses will require extensive
public involvement to craft. In addition to
extractive uses, rural commercial uses may
also occur, such as greenhouses, farming,
and livestock-raising. Some additional nonintrusive commercial activity may also occur,
such as small office uses, religious uses,
governmental uses, limited services such as
veterinarians, etc.

Lot size should require 2 to 4
residential units per acre, as there
are no public utilities.
Building height should be limited to
about 35 feet, except for steeples,
clock towers, and similar architectural
features that are typically associated with
particular uses.
Lighting should be pedestrian scale
first and auto scale second, and
should be limited in amount to maintain the
rural suburban setting. Lighting should be
full cutoff and designed to eliminate as
much light pollution and glare as possible.
Accent lighting should be directed in a way
that is non-intrusive.
Signage should be small and in scale
with the primarily residential nature of
the district.

Uses
The following uses should be allowed in
the district (the non-residential with
specific design or compatibility criteria):

Design Criteria
This is a moderately dense development area
and maintaining that density, while enhancing
its function and appearance, are the goals of
the design criteria for this district.
On-site parking should be sufficient to
accommodate on-site uses.
Parking areas should be landscaped
both internally and at the edges to screen
and soften the effect of this “hardscape.”
Landscaping is important in the district,
and where possible must be incorporated
throughout a site.
Setbacks should be about 50 feet or
greater from front lot lines and about 25
feet for side and rear lot lines.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Single-family, duplex, and multifamily residential
Public and private recreational
areas and campgrounds.
Mineral extraction
Agriculture

Silviculture

Greenhouses
Small Offices
Institutional, such as churches
and schools

Subdistricts (none)
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Future Land Use
North River Mixed Use
Purpose
The North River Mixed Use District straddles
Riverside Drive from the intersection of North
Belfast Ave to the Vassalboro line and is a
mixture of residential and non-residential
uses. The non-residential uses are dominant
at the southern end of the district, with the rest
of the district being an about even mix of
residential and non-residential. There is no
particular pattern to the mixture of uses and it
is anticipated that the district will continue to
develop in the same manner.
This area already incorporates a wide variety
of residential, commercial, and industrial
developments, including single-family homes,
mobile-home parks, and manufacturing
plants. Because the area is served by rail
lines and already has mixed uses, it retains a
diverse character in the future land-use map.
The key in this area is not to exclude uses,
but rather to create buffering standards that
allow residential and business uses to coexist
in a practical and attractive way. This may
include increasing landscape and green
space requirements to provide a “natural”
barrier between residential and, in particular,
industrial uses, clustering development and
limiting curb cuts to allow for easy vehicle and
pedestrian access to sites, as well as
providing design standards for new
construction to enhance the future character
of the area.

Design Criteria
This is a moderately dense development area
and maintaining that density, while enhancing
its function and appearance, are the goals of
the design criteria for this district.
On-site parking should be sufficient to
accommodate on-site uses.
Parking areas should be landscaped both
internally and at the edges to screen and
soften the effect of this “hardscape.”
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Landscaping is important in the district
and where possible must be
incorporated throughout a site.
Sidewalks and pedestrian
connections are important in the
southern end of the district.
Setbacks should be minimal in the
residential subdistricts to maximize
the use of the available public utilities and
create a pedestrian scale environment.
Setbacks and screening should be utilized
on the edges of commercial and
residential subdistricts, but the Planning
Board should have flexibility to require the
placement of landscaping between
commercial uses when it makes sense to
improve the appearance of the area.
Lot size should require 3 to 5
residential units per acre where
public utilities are available, and 2 to 4
residential units per acre where they are
not.
Building height should be limited to
about 45 feet, except for steeples,
clock towers, and similar architectural
features that are typically associated with
certain uses.
Lighting should be pedestrian scale
first and auto scale second, except
along arterial and major collector roads.
Lighting should be full cutoff and designed
to eliminate as much light pollution and
glare as possible. Accent lighting should
be directed in a way that is non-intrusive.
Signage should be pedestrianoriented and not be high on buildings.
Sign size and number should be
regulated to limit sign clutter.
Sign
material or design should be considered
only to the extent that a sign should not be
distracting to drivers by flashing, being
overly bright, having or mimicking
movement, or being otherwise obtrusive
on the landscape.
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Future Land Use
North River Mixed Use

Subdistricts

Two industrial subdistricts exist in this area.
They include the North Center / Blue Seal
Retail, with opportunity for small auto sales Feeds/ Cives Steel area and the Kenway
and other similar retail uses dependent on property. Each of these industrial subdistricts will contain performance standards
outdoor storage and the display of large
that mitigate the impact of the uses, as they
goods.
expand or need review, on the surrounding
residential uses.
Industrial and warehousing

Uses

Services

Offices

Government
Recreational, especially park
and playground areas

© Dave Gomeau

Mobile-home parks in the areas with
public water and public sewer

© Dave Gomeau

Single-family, duplex, and multifamily residential
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Future Land Use
Village Mixed
Purpose
The Village Mixed district was an area heavily
studied prior to the construction of Cushnoc
Crossing. The goal was to ensure that the
area does not develop as an uncontrolled
commercial strip, as is possible with the
enhanced access to I-95. The area does not
presently have public water or sewer, but both
are expected to be constructed during the
next decade.
The Village Mixed district is an area that will
see new growth as a result of the re-routing of
traffic from the new bridge, and the extension
of public utilities.
It has been re-zoned
already as part of the Riggs Brook Village
District. The goals for this area are stated in
the name – to create a mixed-use residential
and retail area that feels like a “village” and
not a strip suburban development. The area
may have a higher than average density of
homes and stores, but done to the highest
design and landscaping standards, in a way
which encourages walking and pedestrian
movement. Housing can include single-family
homes, townhouses and condominiums, “inlaw apartments,” as well as small businesses
that support neighborhood life, such as
convenience groceries, services, day care,
and home business.
The scale of
development should reflect the scale found in
the existing downtown neighborhoods with
small lot sizes, limited setbacks, and wide
sidewalks with an emphasis on green spaces
and connectivity between uses and
downtown.
The physical size of the village area should be
more limited than the very large geography of
the Riggs Brook Village district created as part
of the North Quadrant Study in 2001. Many of
the standards outlined in that study need to be
incorporated into this district, which is
intended to be a ground-up effort at creating a
new mixed-use center in the City; but the
district itself must be of a scale to promote the
creation of a village.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Carefully crafted design criteria simplified
from existing criteria, addressing both the
building and the site, will ensure that nonresidential uses allowed in residential
areas will have little or no impact on the
neighboring residences or neighborhood
environment.

Design Criteria
This is a moderately dense development
area and maintaining that density, while
enhancing its function and appearance,
are the goals of the design criteria for this
district.
On-site parking should be sufficient to
accommodate on-site uses, but
should be at the back and sides of
buildings to the greatest extent possible.
Parking areas should be landscaped
both internally and at the edges to
screen and soften the effect of this
“hardscape.”
Curb cuts should be limited and
connections between sites should be
required.
Landscaping is important in the
district, and where possible must be
incorporated throughout a site.
Sidewalks and pedestrian
connections are critical to create a
village feeling.
Setbacks should be minimal in the
residential subdistricts to maximize
the use of the available public utilities
and create a pedestrian scale
environment.
Setbacks and screening
should be utilized on the edges of
commercial and residential subdistricts,
but the Planning Board should have
flexibility to require the placement of
landscaping between commercial uses
when it makes sense to improve the
appearance of the area.
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Future Land Use
Uses

Village Mixed
Lot size should require residential
densities of 4 to 10 units per acre where
public utilities are available, and 2 to 4
residential units per acre where they are not.
This will ensure that the lot sizes and
configurations promote a “village” design,
which is not achieved by the current
regulations (that require four-acre commercial
lots and one-acre residential lots).

Subdistricts, design criteria, and possibly
form-based zoning in this area will play a
vital role in helping to control the effects of
incompatible uses. The following uses are
expected in the district: in primarily
residential subdistricts, non-residential
uses will be strictly limited and/or
controlled by design standards.
Retail, with no opportunity for auto
sales and other similar retail uses dependent on outdoor storage and the
display of large goods.

Building height should be limited to
about 45 feet, except for steeples, clock
towers, and similar architectural features that
are typically associated with certain uses.
Lighting should be pedestrian scale first
and auto scale second, except along
arterial and major collector roads. Lighting
should be full cutoff and designed to eliminate
as much light pollution and glare as possible.
Accent lighting should be directed such that it
is non-intrusive.
Signage should be pedestrian-oriented
and not be high on buildings. Sign size
and number should be regulated to limit
sign clutter. Sign material or design should be
considered only to the extent that a sign
should not be distracting to drivers by
flashing, being overly bright, having or
mimicking movement, or being otherwise
obtrusive on the landscape.

Services

Restaurants

Offices

Government

Institutional, such as churches
and schools
Recreational, especially park
and playground areas
Single-family, duplex, and multifamily residential

Subdistricts
The Augusta Future Land-Use map
depicts generalized districts within which
subdistricts are expected to be created as
shown on the map entitled “Future Land
Use Detail.”

Form-based zoning (which focuses on
building design and scale, rather than
immediate use) should be explored in this
area. As a building typically outlasts its initial
use, it is important that the building is
compatible with the surrounding area and
easily adapted to other uses.

© Robin Miller
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Future Land Use
River/State Government
Complexes
Purpose
The River/State Government Complexes
District incorporates two major gateways or
subdistricts — State Street to the West and
Hospital Street to the East — spanning both
sides of the Kennebec River. These two
gateways have a mix of commercial and
residential areas, but are also home to the two
main State office campuses. There is no
physical connection between the two sides of
the river, but they share the same basic land
use patterns, with the pattern being more
intense on the West side of the river.
The change hoped for on the Westside
subdistrict is along lower State Street. Over
time, the car dealers and strip malls are
anticipated to be converted to higher value
uses—perhaps with offices, some multi-family
residences, some retail, and other lowerintensity commercial uses. Some of the larger
non-residential uses may stay for quite some
time, but reducing the impact of such uses on
other less intense or residential uses through
design criteria should be a focus.
The
residential and State Capitol areas should be
maintained, and significant non-residential
intrusion limited or prohibited.
The Eastside subdistrict is significantly
different and includes Maine General, an
intense residential area, an open green State
campus, medium density residential uses
south of the campus, and a gateway road
(Hospital Street/Stone Street) that goes from
the density of Cony Circle to the low intensity
of the State Arboretum. This gradual shift
from highly intense to less intense uses from
North to South should remain.
Special
attention should be given to possible new
commercial and residential uses that could
occur along the River, and the preservation of
the residential area between Arsenal Street
and Stone Street (with allowances for office,
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Medical, and related uses with site design
features that minimize the impact of traffic,
lights, and noise on the neighborhood).
The redevelopment of the Arsenal can
provide an anchor for the area and set a
high bar for quality development in the
future. The gateway along Stone Street
and Hospital Street can be expected to
continue to convert to offices and other
non-residential uses. Additional residential
development south of the State offices can
be anticipated.

Design Criteria
This is a traditionally dense development
area, with less intense uses on the East
side of the river south of Eastern Avenue.
Maintaining that density, while enhancing
its function and appearance, are the goals
of the design criteria for this district.
Careful coordination with the Capitol
Planning District should occur regarding
design standards and uses to enhance this
vital tourist attraction and make the District
a high quality area for residents to be
proud of.
On-site parking should be sufficient to
accommodate on-site uses.
Parking areas should be landscaped
both internally and at the edges to
screen and soften the effect of this
“hardscape.”
Landscaping is important in the district
and where possible must be
incorporated throughout a site. Street trees
and public greenery should be required of
developers that re-develop sites, and the
City should continue and enhance its
commitment to public landscaping.
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Future Land Use
River/State Government
Complexes

Uses
This is expected to be a mixed-use area
with the following uses:

Sidewalks and pedestrian connections
are critical.
Sidewalks, trails, and
bikeways must connect to the City’s network.
Lower State Street in particular is in great
need of pedestrian improvements, in order to
encourage new residential and office
development.

Retail, except auto or the display of
large goods outside, such as tractors,
motorcycles, etc.

Setbacks should be minimal.
Building height, scale, and bulk should
be similar to what exists, with
allowances for increases in all of these
standards that are respectful of the
prominence of the State Capitol building on
the West side of the river.
New structures in the area should not be
permitted to overwhelm the State Capitol.
Lot sizes should require residential
densities of 4 to 10 units per acre where
public utilities are available, and 2 to 4
residential units per acre where they are not.
Lighting should be pedestrian scale first
and auto scale second, except along
arterial and major collector roads. Lighting
should be full cutoff and designed to eliminate
as much light pollution and glare as possible.
Decorative lighting in the Capitol Planning
District should be required. Accent
lighting should be directed in a way
that is minimal and non-intrusive.

Services

Restaurants

Offices

Government

Medical
Recreational, especially associated
with the river
High to Medium-Density Residential

Subdistricts
Because of the uniqueness of this area,
housing the State Capitol and campuses,
the subdistricts were described in the
purposes section above.

Signage
should
be
pedestrian-oriented and not
be placed too high on
buildings. Sign size and number
should be regulated to limit sign
clutter and be respectful of the
Capitol campus. Sign material or
design should be considered in the
Capitol Planning District to ensure
high quality development and
appearance. No flashing, motion,
or appearance of motion should be
allowed on signs in the Capitol
Planning District.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Future Land Use
Economic Growth Zone
Purpose
At each of Augusta’s two Interstate 95 exits,
significant non-residential development has
occurred since the 1988 Growth management
Plan was completed.
These areas are
expected to continue to be economic engines
for the City with significant retail, industrial,
civic, and medical uses continuing to expand.
These uses should be encouraged, and care
taken to ensure that transportation facilities
and site design are enhanced over time.
While these areas are anticipated to be less
pedestrian friendly, pedestrian amenities and
connections should still be encouraged.

Design Criteria
This is a low-density area with large retail,
civic center, and industrial park scale uses.
Care should be taken to soften the effect of
these uses that attract thousands of cars at a
time, while ensuring that such uses are not
inhibited.
Parking areas landscaped both internally
and at the edges to screen and soften the
effect of this “hardscape.”
Shared
parking should be encouraged to limit large
parking fields.
Internal traffic circulation
patterns are of critical importance in such
large parking and interconnected retail areas.

In the area of the Cancer Center,
special care regarding site design
should be created to ensure compatibility
with what is expected to become a more
intense medical “campus.”
Lot size should require 4 residential
units per acre with water and sewer,
or 2 residential units per acre without
water and sewer.
Lighting should be auto scale but
generally not over 30 feet in height.
Lighting should be full cutoff and designed
to eliminate as much light pollution and
glare as possible. Accent lighting should
be directed such that it is minimal and nonintrusive.
Signage should be auto-oriented but
not be high on buildings. Sign size
and number should be regulated to
limit sign clutter. Sign material or design
should be considered only to the extent
that a sign should not be distracting to
drivers by flashing, being overly bright,
having or mimicking movement, or being
otherwise obtrusive on the landscape.

Uses
This is expected to be a mixed-use area
with the following uses:

More care than in other sections of the
City should be taken with regards to
runoff, ensuring quality, and to the extent
possible, lower temperatures, because the
water ends up in the Bond Brook watershed.
Landscaping is important in the district
and where possible must be incorporated
throughout a site.
Sidewalks, bicycle, and pedestrian
connections are of less importance, but
must be provided.
Setbacks should be approximately 50 to
75 feet.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Retail, including auto and the display
of large goods outside, such as
tractors, motorcycles, etc. in the
Southern section of the district
Services
Restaurants
Government
MediumDensity
Residential

Industrial

Offices

Medical
Recreational
Mobile-Home
Parks in
appropriate areas
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Future Land Use
Economic Growth Zone
Subdistricts
This area is split into a Northern and Southern
subdistrict. The Northern subdistrict is further
broken up into additional subdistricts.

© mainearts.maine.gov

In the Southern subdistrict, the gateway road
of Western Avenue is expected to remain
heavily non-residential, but the residential
neighborhoods that continue to exist should
be carefully protected from further impacts
from non-residential uses through screening
and other design standards.

The Northern subdistrict is more complex,
with the Civic Center and University of
Maine at Augusta, a major retail center,
two regionally significant industrial parks,
several smaller industrial areas, some
remaining residential uses (especially on
the western edges of the area) and the
new cancer center that is expected to be a
focal point for future medical uses. All of
these non-residential uses should continue
to be encouraged.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Future Land Use
Part B: Rural Areas

Rural Northwest

Signage will be minimal.

Purpose
The smaller of the two rural areas is in the
northwest section of the City. It includes the
Sidney Bog, Bond Brook, Sanford Road, and
the border with Manchester. The natural
resources in the area, and particularly Bond
Brook (a documented Atlantic Salmon
spawning habitat), are important assets for
the community to protect. Development in the
area should be rural in character, and make
use of clustering, stormwater management,
limited vegetative clearing, and limited
impervious surface creation. Total impervious
surface in this northwest section of the City
should not exceed 10%, in order to maintain
the health of the watershed. Great care
regarding both the quantity and quality of
runoff from growth areas into these rural
areas is necessary to ensure a healthy
ecosystem.
To the extent possible,
underground detention that limits the warming
effect on water of above ground detention
should be considered.

Curb cuts will be limited, particularly
on Route 27.
Mineral extraction will meet design
standards that protect nearby
residential uses as a conditional use.

Uses
Mineral extraction (Conditional Use)

Agriculture

Silviculture

Small business opportunities
Institutional, such as churches
Recreational, especially
campgrounds and parks left in their
natural state.
Single family and duplexes

Design Standards
Design standards in this district concentrate
on maintaining the rural features and uses of
the landscape in addition to protecting the
Bond Brook watershed.

Subdistricts
(none)

Lot sizes should require a residential
density of 0.33 units per acre.

Stormwater management techniques will
manage quality and quantity, but should
also attempt to maintain temperature by reducing surface detention exposure to sun and
heating.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Impervious surface ratios should not exceed 10% for the district, or 50% for any
particular project.
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Future Land Use
East
Purpose
The eastern third of Augusta, roughly starting
at Cony Road/Church Hill Road, is the second
rural area in the City. It is characterized by an
increasingly rural development pattern as you
move east. The exception to the rural pattern
is around several of the lakes where
waterfront development is significant, but
shallow in depth, generally not extending
more than one lot deep from the shoreline.
Some agricultural uses remain.
Small
pockets of business exist on Route 17 and
Route 3. There are many acres of land
protected by either state or city ownership.
Development patterns in this area need to be
progressively more rural as one moves east,
with special attention paid to maintaining
water quality in the lake watersheds. The
area should continue to develop with
individual lots, and be protected from
significant subdivision development. When
subdivision development does occur, it should
be required to be on smaller lots, in order to
prevent excessive land consumption. Cluster
development should be encouraged in the
eastern half of this district; open space
requirements for such cluster development
should be closer to 75% of the land area
being developed than the current 50%. The
intent is to maintain large open areas for
wildlife, agriculture, silviculture, and water
quality/quantity management.

Cluster development should be
encouraged for all residential
subdivisions; single lot divisions should be
discouraged and required to be small lots,
in order to preserve large lots as much as
possible.
Impervious surface ratios should not
exceed 10% for the district, or for any
particular project.
Stormwater management techniques
will manage quality and quantity, but
should also attempt to maintain
temperature by reducing surface detention
exposure to sun and heating.
Signage will be minimal.
Curb cuts will be limited, particularly
on Routes 3 and 17.
Mineral extraction will meet design
standards that protect nearby
residential uses and water quality
concerns in the lakes’ watersheds as a
conditional use.

Design Standards

Mineral extraction (Conditional Use)
Agriculture

Silviculture

Small business opportunities
Institutional, such as churches

Design standards in this district concentrate
on maintaining the rural features and uses of
the landscape in addition to protecting the
Bond Brook watershed.
Lot sizes should require a residential
density of 0.5 units per acre in the
western section of the district and .25 units
per acre in the eastern portion.
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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Recreational, especially
campgrounds and parks left in their
natural state.
Single-family and duplexes

Subdistricts
(none)
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Future Land Use
Part C: Other Land Use Considerations

1. Specialized Overlay
Districts

⇒ Access management standards will be

enforced along gateway roads in order
to continue to limit curb cuts and
enhance safety.

Floodplain Overlay District

⇒ The

The City will continue to be a part of the
National Flood Insurance Program in order to
ensure that residents remain eligible to obtain
flood insurance and the city remains eligible to
receive all forms of disaster relief, should they
be necessary. City flood regulations should
be based upon the Maine State Planning
Office model floodplain regulations.

⇒ The

City will continue to require
adequate lot sizes, sewage treatment,
protection of water resources,
minimization of soil erosion and
sedimentation, etc.
City will continue to restrict
obnoxious or injurious noise, air
emissions, odors, smoke, glare, dust,
fumes, waste materials, etc.

⇒ The City will continue to regulate earth

removal, including gravel pits.

Shoreland Overlay District

⇒ The

City will continue to require
adequate off-street parking and
loading, tempered with reductions in
those requirements where on-site
solutions are generally not possible
(e.g. Water Street) or where off-site
arrangements are possible.

The City shall maintain its existing, approved
shoreland zoning districts and update the
districts, as required by the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection.

⇒ The City will continue to allow home

Historic District Overlay
The City should consider the adoption of a
historic district overlay zone. In the interim,
the City should adopt a demolition delay
ordinance for any project that proposes to
raze a historic structure.

occupations as long as they are
clearly incidental to residential uses. A
similar approach will be considered for
accessory apartments.
⇒ The City will amend the provisions

2. General Standards
The following provisions will be applicable to
all uses and lots:
⇒ Permits for the creation of new lots and

driveways shall be required to assure
adequate access for emergency vehicles,
to maintain safe access to public roads,
and to maintain orderly development
patterns.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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governing telecommunications towers
to reflect current technology.
Telecommunications towers should be
designed to minimize adverse visual
impacts and protect health, safety and
welfare. Tower developers will be
encouraged to consider co-location,
which is the use of a tower by more
than one service provider. The City
will limit the number and location of
telecommunications towers, provided
all equivalent carriers are treated
equally; allow access to public
property for the construction of
telecommunications towers; and
require adequate setbacks to protect
neighboring properties.
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⇒ The City will continue to allow contract

and conditional zoning as a tool to deal
with difficult rezoning and zone interface
issues, where the allowance of a specific
use may be appropriate, but a more
general rezone would not.

planned developments. Encourage
well-designed developments that
preserve important aspects of the
natural and cultural landscape.
⇒ Consider the creation of an impact fee

ordinance to accurately and
transparently assess and allocate offsite impacts of development. Such an
impact fee ordinance should be
designed in accordance with state law,
and require the developer to pay a
proportional share of the upgrades
necessary to mitigate the off-site
impact created on public facilities. For
example, such a fee might be charged
for the widening of a road or the
installation of a traffic signal. The
purpose of such an ordinance is to
introduce additional predictability and
fairness into the current fee system.

3. Site Plan Review,
Subdivisions, Impact
Fees, and Mobile Home
Parks
With regard to other land-use regulations in
use by the City, the Future Land Use Plan
recommends that the City:
⇒ Continue to provide a higher level of

scrutiny for multiplexes, mobile-home
parks, subdivisions, commercial and
industrial uses, and institutional uses

⇒ Continue

to require performance
guarantees or other similar
requirements to assure that
developers provide adequate facilities
for their developments [e.g. roads,
water and sewer extensions (if
applicable), sidewalks]. Include
mechanisms
to
assure
that
appropriate public officials have been
consulted (Fire Chief, City Engineer,
Augusta Water and Sanitary District,
etc).

⇒ Continue the two-tiered approach, with

major and minor subdivisions, levels of
review, and requirements.
⇒ Streamline the subdivision and site plan

review process to ensure a transparent
and timely review of all applications.
⇒ Utilize design and performance standards

to address the following: retention of
topsoil; preservation/enhancement of
natural landscape and vegetation; water
quality and quantity; sewage treatment
and waste disposal; erosion and storm
water runoff; storage and handling
materials, including toxics; aesthetics and
scenic resources; environmentally
sensitive areas; archaeological and
historic resources; screening and visual
buffers; emergency access; lighting and
signage; parking and loading; sidewalk
and other pedestrian amenities; snow
removal; traffic impacts, site access and
road design; and other criteria as deemed
necessary.

⇒ Consider having developers meet with

abutters and neighbors to address
concerns prior to development reviews
as has been done in places like
Lewiston with some success.
⇒ Review

and update the major
development (Site Plan Review) and
subdivision regulations and explore
requiring additional projects to be
reviewed by the Planning Board.

⇒ Amend

⇒ Include

provisions for conservation
development, or clustered residential,
commercial development, and mixed-use
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the Subdivision Standards,
Site Plan Review Standards, and
Performance Standards to assure they
are consistent with this plan.
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Section D: Implementation
Each of the strategies in Section B: Leading
Ideas has actions associated with it. The
following chart summarizes these actions,
assigns responsibilities, and sets deadlines.
It is a challenge to implement a long-range
plan. Comprehensive plans often "sit on the
shelf" because staff and boards are too busy
with day-to-day tasks to spend time on longterm efforts.
The way to counteract this tendency is to
create focus and resources for the long-range
effort—both at the policy and implementation
level.
To do this, we recommend the following
administrative changes:
1) Create an in-house review board to review
and issue permits for small projects. This
will reduce the volume of projects coming
to the Planning Board for approval.

2) With the free time created by step 1
above, the Planning Board should
dedicate one meeting a month to
developing land use ordinance
amendments to implement the land
use
ordinance
changes
recommended in this Plan.
3) Provide the Deputy Director of
Development Services
with
additional staff assistance to meet
day-to-day
permitting
responsibilities.
4) Create an outside “implementation”
board to monitor and ensure that the
significant benchmarks outlined in
the Plan are met. The group should
meet three times a year and provide
regular reports to the City Council
on the status of the Plan’s
implementation.

The in-house group should be chaired by
the Deputy Director of Development
Services and composed of relevant code
and technical staff. The procedure should
include an option for applicants (or
neighbors) to request a full Planning Board
review if they wish.

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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The group should be appointed by
the Mayor; chaired by a person with
leadership skills; and be small in
number (8-12 members).
The
board should include citizens with
the interest, energy and experience
in the action areas set forth in this
Plan, and with a commitment to
diversity and tolerance for multiple
points of view. Some of these
people may be involved (currently
or formerly) with the Augusta
Planning Board, the University of
Maine at Augusta, the Capitol
Riverfront Improvement District, the
Greater Augusta Utility District, the
Augusta School Board, the
Kennebec Chamber, the Augusta
Board of Trade, the Augusta
Conservation Commission, the
Augusta Historic Preservation
Commission, the Maine
Development Foundation, or any of
a number of arts and advertising
organizations.
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While the primary responsibility for
implementation of the land use
ordinance changes recommended
by the Plan lies with the Planning
Board and its Chair, with advice
and support of the Deputy Director
of Development Services, this
implementation board should
retain an advisory responsibility.
The implementation board’s role
would be to assure that land use
efforts receive adequate attention,
and that the Planning Board would
receive help to overcome any
impasses
or
challenges
encountered which stall progress.
5) To support the work of the
implementation board, the Deputy
Director of Development Services
will monitor the effectiveness of
the Plan in guiding growth by
tracking: (a) the percentage of
growth-related capital investment
in the growth area, (b) the
percentage of new development
locating within and without the
growth area, and (c) the amount
of critical resource area protected
from development.
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Action Step

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

5

6

6

6

8

8

Partners

• CRID

• City Engineer

Use grant funds to establish a
trolley

Reconfigure Lower State Street to
3 lanes (including a middle turn
lane), add landscaping on sides,
expand sidewalks

Review codes at state and local
level to see if they can be made
more supportive of downtown
rehabilitation

Entities

• City Council
• State/Federal

Commerce

• City Council
• Chamber of

• MDOT
• Hallowell

January 7, 2008

Enforcement

• Code

Market the Downtown/Riverfront
Area, particularly to destination
• AMIC
uses, and consider new names
and signage

• Planning Board
• City Council

• City Planner

Adopt Gateway zone on Lower
State Street to allow mixed-use,
pedestrian-friendly development
• State Offices

• Planning Board
• City Council

Including but not
limited to:
• Economic
• MaineGeneral
Development • Arsenal
Department
Owners
• CRID
(EDD)
• City
• Neighborhoods

Leader

Revise land-use regulations to
allow dense mixed-use
• City Planner
development between Arsenal and
City Hall

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

R1

5

Convene committee of key
interested parties to create a
redevelopment plan for land
between the Arsenal and City Hall

A River Runs Through It...
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Action Step

E2

E3

E4

13

13

14

Board

• School

Board

• School

• City Council

• City Council

• Planning Board

• EDD

Partners

January 7, 2008

Develop a plan to rehab or replace
• School Board
Hussey and Hodgkins Schools

Over the longer term, expand the
Pre-K program to make it available • School Board • City Council
to all 3-year-olds

Immediately expand existing
Pre-K program to make it
available to all 4-year-olds

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

E1

12

Publish annual report on the
“State of Augusta’s Schools”
and hold annual joint Council/
School Board/public
discussions of results

Educational Excellence

Develop buffer standards to
• City Planner
R10 protect residential areas from
existing mining and industrial uses

10

• EDD

R9

10

Continue to pursue the City’s
acquisition and clean-up of the
Statler Mill Site

R8

9

• CRID

Leader

Develop restaurant in Mill Park
Area—use the lease revenues to
support further CRID
activities

A River Runs Through It...
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Action Step

G2

G3

G4

17

17

20

Implement a citywide trails and
sidewalk plan

Develop strategies to supply
affordable owner and rental
housing based on identified need

• EDD

Market Augusta housing
opportunities through tools like
advertising, a spring housing fair,
and realtor education

• City Engineer
• Public Works

Department

• Recreation

•
•
•
•

Housing
Authority
MSHA
KVCOG
City Council
UMA
Architecture
Dept.

• Augusta

• Area Realtors

• City Council

Board

• Planning

• City Council

Partners

January 7, 2008

• City Planner

and Social
Services
Action
Committee
• Homeless
Action Team

• Community

• City Planner

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

G1

17

• Mayor

Leader

Promote urban neighborhoods
and riverside development by
allowing increased densities
with appropriate scale and
design standards

A Great Place to Live

Educational Excellence
Have Augusta City Council
highlight educational program
15
E5 offerings and school news as part
of its weekly televised Council
meetings
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Action Step

G8

G9

G10 Join “Cool Cities” program

Promote single-stream recycling
G11 program funded through city trash
bags

Expand “pocket parks” and add
G12
efficient lighting to CARA complex

20

21

21

21

21

Department

• Police

• City Engineer

Leader

• MDOT

• KVCAP
• Planning Board

Partners

ADOPTED by Augusta City Council

Create incentives for energyefficient development through
City financial assistance
programs

Engage neighbors and business
people in Airport Master Plan
development

• City Council

Commission

• Conservation

• Mayor

Commission

• Conservation

Committee

• Airport

Community

• Neighborhoods
• Business

January 7, 2008

Recreation
Advisory
Board

• Parks &

• Hatch Hill

Commission

• Conservation

• EDD

• State
• City Officials

Manager

• Airport

Create development policy to
• MDOT
control the addition of curb cuts on • City Engineer
• Planning Board
major roads

G7

20

Improve traffic law enforcement

G6

20

A Great Place to Live
Create ordinance to require bus
stops for new large commercial
20
G5 development and retrofit for bus
stops at existing commercial
developments
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• Mayor

Use televised City Council
G14 meetings to promote arts events
and performers

Upgrade the City website to
include a community calendar

G15

G16

G17

23

23

24

24

T2

T3

27

27

Negotiate annual regional service
contract with KVCOG

• KVCOG

Communities

• Neighboring

Committee

• Council Cable

• UMA
• KVCOG

• IT Department

• City Council

Community
• City Council

• Business

Partners

January 7, 2008

• City Council

Convene annual regional
municipal forum to set cooperative • City
goals
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T1

26

The Capitol Riverfront
Improvement District should
establish a new mission with
specific focus on bringing
people downtown
• CRID

• EDD

Create a free WiFi zone
downtown

Respecting all Taxpayers

• EDD

Create small business incubator
and assistance center downtown

Manager

• City

• Library Board

Leader

G13 Expand Lithgow Library

Action Step

23

A Great Place to Live
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S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

29

29

29

30

30

Preservation
Committee

• Historic

• City Planner

Leader

• City Planner

• City Council
• MDOT

Board

• Planning

Partners

• Mayor

• IT Dept
• AMIC

• EDD

January 7, 2008

Develop a City website that
highlights and promotes all
• City
Augusta has to offer and is easy Manager
to use and navigate

Create Augusta Image and
Marketing Committee (AIMC) to
develop an Augusta brand

Redesign road signage for greater
• MDOT
clarity and to highlight Augusta
• City Engineer
• Public Works
destinations

Improve architectural and
• Planning
landscape development citywide
through design standards and
• City Planner
Board
• City Council
design-sensitive zoning
regulations

Create a historic preservation
ordinance

Establish gateway zoning
districts

Action Step
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Section E: Aspirations and Dreams
This plan pays special attention to the
issue of implementation.

That is why

there is the table with actions, dates,
responsible parties, and partners.
But there are many important ideas in
the plan that are not ripe for action in
the coming two years, or that need further
refinement and clarification. At some
later point, they may move into an
implementation table. In addition, there
are other creative ideas that came up in
the course of discussion that don’t fit into
standard municipal plans, but might
stimulate someone somewhere to give it a
try.

These aspirations and dreams are

highlighted on the following pages.

© Linwood Riggs
ADOPTED by Augusta City Council
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○ A Montessori public school system for grades K-12.
○ Traffic tunnels under the rotaries – with parks and walking
above.

○ Free WiFi high-speed internet service .
○ High-tech and science businesses spun off from UMA programs.
○ A heavily used sidewalk/bike path from downtown to UMA.
○ An attractive, green, mixed-income housing project designed by
UMA architecture students.

○ An all-seasons nature and recreation park in the Bond Brook
area.

○ A downtown storefront drop-in arts center with free work space,
classes and exhibits.

○ A glassed-in pedestrian bridge across the Kennebec River.
○ Clear, clean, cool and healthy lakes, rivers and streams.
○ Musicians playing along Water Street .
○ Covered space for farmer’s market, flea market, arts & craft
shows in Mill Park.

○ A “free store” at Hatch Hill, where residents can leave
furniture, appliances, household items, books, clothes, etc. for
other people to use.

○ A decommissioned military ship as a living history museum in
downtown waterfront area.

○ An enclosed covered bridge with shops over the old railroad bridge
supports.

© Linwood Riggs
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○ Statues of James Blaine, Martha Ballard, Daniel Cony and
other prominent figures from Augusta’s history.

○ A private/public partnership, the Central Maine Job Bank,
where people can find work and training.

○ The recitation of the pledge of allegiance at least once a year in
French at the City Council or School Board to respect the
heritage of the City.

○ A signature event every year that brings together students and

adults from Augusta and neighboring towns to celebrate music
and the arts.

○ Free bus rides to seniors to attend school games and performances
○ More color in public places, especially in the winter.
○ The Maine Supreme Court in Augusta, where it belongs.
○ A card entitling seniors to discounts at public events and
private businesses.

○ The next update of the comprehensive plan involving all
neighbors – making this the last Augusta-only comprehensive
plan.
rail, and water transportation.

○ That we have a plan that Sylvia Lund
would be proud of!

© Linwood Riggs
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○ An Augusta Port Authority that promotes and manages air,
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